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NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE
Lightweight and roomy

Hilleberg / Kaitum 4 GT: Ideal for backpacking families, couples who camp with their
dogs or anyone looking for a roomy but lightweight four-person all-season tent. Has one
standard and one extended vestibule. MSRP $1195.

TravelChair / Camp Couch:
The 2.5-pound Camp Couch comes with
a tethering stake and cupholder. Once
inflated, the dry-bag-meets-seatingsolution comfortably accommodates three
seated adults, or one who is lying down.
Well-suited for campsites, beaches, outdoor concerts and parks. MSRP $74.95.

Inflatable

Single person tent

Sierra Designs / High Route: This single-person shelter is designed for the full range of three-season conditions.
The tent’s diagonal ridgeline and vertical doors maximize usable interior space (36-square feet), allow for ventilation
even when the shelter is closed in stormy weather, and keep poles out of the entryway and sleeping area. MSRP $299.95.
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ALL NEW

WOMEN’S PEAK 2 PUB

COMING THIS FALL | wigwam.com

.

OUTDOOREYE

Stuffs into a compression sack

NEW PRODUCTS

EAGLES NEST
OUTFITTERS
DoubleNest
Hammock:
Big enough for two
and palatial for one,
the DoubleNest still
manages to stuff easily
into its attached compression sack.
MSRP $69.95.

Ripstop fabric

Family sized

KAMMOK / Wallaby Hammock: Ultra-light, ultra-portable Wallaby hammock features a micro-light
diamond ripstop fabric. Its suspension system enables it to hold up to 400 pounds. MSRP $65.

PAHAQUE / Green Mountain 6XD: Versatile tent with two doors,
four windows and built-in room divider. Has a bathtub style floor so
that ground water stays out and gear stays dry. MSRP $349.
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The Easy Roaster
These 100% Bamboo roasting sticks are an easy and
convenient way to roast whatever food you want over
a campfire. Great for hot dogs, or veggie skewers, but
best for marshmallows.
• 12 Disposable 100% Bamboo sticks per pack
• Each stick is .24” (6 mm) thick and 30”(76.2 cm) long, coming to a
tapered point on one end

A Tougher Tote
Coghlan’s Log Carrier is a large sturdy tote for carrying
firewood or other gear to your campsite. Made from
durable cotton canvas, and reinforced with polyester
webbing straps. Great to use at the campsite, or home.
• 100% cotton canvas, with 100% polyester webbing straps
• Closed ends keep debris form falling out
• Strong polyester handles fasten together with a hook and loop closure
for easier carrying

VISIT US AT ORSM BOOTH #28001
FACEBOOK.COM/COGHLANSGEAR

TWITTER: @COGHLANSGEAR
WEB: WWW.COGHLANS.COM

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE

BOCO / Relaxed Fit Technical Trucker: Combines function
and fashion. Performance woven material at the front and internal wicking sweatband make it a comfortable choice that can be
used to train in, as well. MSRP $25.

FLEXFIT / Ultrafibre & Mesh Cap: Features air mesh side and
back panels that are durable, wind-resistant and breathable.
Featuring our most robust fibers while still allowing a comfortable
stretch, the cap is perfect for athletic or everyday-wear.

Waxed cotton

STORMY KROMER
Waxed Bucket Hat:
A functional and rugged rain hat
sewn in waxed cotton. The accent
colors in the eyelets and interior
trim give it a touch of style right
out of the gate. MSRP $44.99.

GCI OUTDOORS / Sun
Recliner: The chair’s design
uses patented folding, reclining
and tension comfort technology.
The Tension Bar Stability System
locks the frame into an open
position and when disengaged,
the tension bar allows for quick
and easy folding. Carry bag rolls
up to be a head pillow. MSRP $50.

Patented folding technology
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NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE
K3 / Pro-tech Waterproof Backpack: Available in white and/
or black with three new colors slated for 2017. The brand will also
offer an insulated version in 2017 for optional cooler/backpack in a
30-liter option. MSRP $59.95 (20L).

Waterproof

ICEMULE / RealTree Pro Cooler:
Built for extreme adventure, the
portable cooler features a 1000
denier exterior tarpaulin fabric and
reinforced back-straps. Has ventilated back pads provide ultimate
comfort for long-range excursions.
MSRP $139.95.

Camo cooler

KRENZIEN, KRENZIEN & ASSOCIATES INC.
THE SPORTING GOODS
PROFESSIONALS
Eight decades of
EXCELLENT SERVICE!
Please call us regarding
representation in the
Midwest, Pennsylvania,
Texas & Mountain States.
425 Huehl Road, Bldg. 1
Northbrook, IL 60062
P: (847) 498-0440
F: (847) 498-0449
Skype: ron.isaacskka
ronisaacs@krenzien.com
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Beach Body Performance
Energize: Pre-workout product
formulated with ingredients that the
brand says are scientifically shown
to help give athletes energy without
side effects. MSRP $49.95.
outdoorinsightmag.com

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE
Morakniv / Eldris: This compact, fixed-blade
knife fits in a pocket or can be hung around the
neck. It has a 2mm thick, 56mm long semi-matte
Swedish stainless steel blade and a scandi ground
spine that’s compatible with a fire starter.
MSRP $29.99 (knife); $49.99 (neck-knife kit).

Lewis N. Clark / IP X8 Waterproof Pouch: Take electronics such as cameras, MP3 players and phones and smaller items
such as credit cards and money up to nine feet underwater with this
pouch. The clear TPU material allows users to take crystal clear shots
with their cameras and to use their phones’ touch screens easily.

NEW

Green Supply Is Now Offering

$500 Free Freight Program

August 3 - 6, 2016
Salt Lake City, UT
Come See Us At

BOOTH 40157

Camping | Hunting | Fishing | Sporting Goods
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

45,000+ SKUs from 280+ manufacturers

No minimum case pack or quantity requirements
$500 order free freight program
Supportive and knowledgeable staff
Full stocking dealer advantages
Direct drop shipping available
Backorder and new product notifications

800.424.4867
12 • Outdoor Insight • August 2016

www.greensupply.com

Peak / Everyday Backpack: Adapts to everchanging gear, lifestyle and environment. Designed
for photographers, urbanites, travelers, creatives and
everyone in-between. Intelligently placed external pockets
provide access to oft-used items. MSRP $225-$275.
outdoorinsightmag.com

Visit us at Outdoor Retailer

August 3-6, 2016 Salt Lake City, UT

BOOTH #39182

WHERE THERE’S SPORT, THERE’S MUELLER™
MUELLERSPORTSMED.COM

©2016 Mueller Sports Medicine, Inc.

Extendable arm

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE

Suunto / Spartan Sport: Featuring 80 pre-set sport-specific activity modes, up to 16 hours
of battery life in sport tracking mode and a durable color touch screen, Spartan Sport
measures pace, speed, distance and GPS-based altitude. MSRP $549; $599 (with HR sensor).

CRKT / Trencher: This tactical spade has a heavy-duty shovel head with a sharp
wood saw on one side and a beveled edge for cutting roots and chopping wood on
the other. Also has an ergonomic handle and a wire cutter built into the grip. For offroad excursions or missions in the field of operations. MSRP $99.99.
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UCO
Sitka Lantern:
Features an
extendable arm
which raises the
Super Bright
LED light source
from 12.5” to
26”, increasing
the lighting area
by four times.
Raise the arm for
reduced glare and
fewer shadows,
or keep it collapsed for softer,
diffused lighting.
MSRP $79.99.

outdoorinsightmag.com

Celebrating the 40th Anniversary of Mountains-To-Sea Trail, NC.

SUPP

RT

Photo by Melissa Thompson, Courtesy of
Friends of the Mountains-to-Sea Trail

US MATERIALS

US MANUFAC T URING

US WORKERS

INTRODUCING

LYCRA® is a trademark of INVISTA

Mountains-To-Sea Trail
LW Elite Hikers

Honoring North Carolina’s Premiere Hiking Trail
FEATURING
COMFORT COMPRESSION USING LYCRA® FIBER

Provides all day comfort and minimizes foot fatigue.

IMPACT CUSHIONING & VENTILATION ZONES

Provides extra protection on the top of the foot, while
also facilitating adequate air flow around the foot.
M’s & W’s Elkin Valley

Named after sections of the Mountains-To-Sea Trail

AVAILABLE IN BOTH MEN’S & WOMEN’S

www.farmtofeet.com

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE
Karhu / Apparel: The Finnish brand has launched a premium line of running apparel,
made exclusively from European fabrics. Styling for Karhu Running Wear is based on
Premium Casual Tech, a concept that blends a casual look with premium fabrics and fit for
a highly functional construction.

ON / Apparel: New On Essentials
garments feature light and stretchable
fabrics that allow the body to move
freely. There are six On Essentials for
men and eight for women: a jacket,
two shirts, a long sleeve shirt, a short,
a running pant, a tight and a tank top.

Come experience our new spring 2017 collection
of performance hats and accessories
16 • Outdoor Insight • August 2016

Outdoor Retailer (#BR547)
ChaosHats.com
outdoorinsightmag.com

KHOMBU: WORRY ABOUT THE JOURNEY, NOT YOUR FEET

MEMORY FOAM COMFORT & PROTECTION
Against the Elements

EXPERIENCE KHOMBU AT THE 2016 OUTDOOR RETAILER SUMMER MARKET: BOOTH 29119W
khombu.com

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE
M.A.P / Niagara:
This cute, sporty
Niagara fishermanstyle kids sandal
features Splash Safe
materials and open
uppers for rapid
water-release.

Jambu KD / Sora: The colorful shoe for girls is made to be easy,
breezy and anything but basic. The knitted Mary Jane style is
breathable with a ventilated mesh upper.

Comfort style

Superfeet / Crane: This
microfiber athletic sneaker is one
of the key styles in insole brand
Superfeet’s brand new footwear
line for Spring 2017. There are six
sandals and 12 shoe designs in the
collection. The shoes are “built from
the insole out.” MSRP $120.

SUN PROTECTION JUST GOT PERSONAL.
Introducing the SPF SunShade™ - Take Sun Protection into Your Own Hands
SUNSHADE SERIES FEATURES
•
•
•
•

ROTATE AND RELAX!

UPF 50 protection
Rotates back to front
Collapses flat
Wind resistant

270°

Stop by Booth 13001 at Outdoor Retailer to
check out the entire line of SPF SunShade chairs!

GCIOUTDOOR.COM
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Big Surf with SunShade™

outdoorinsightmag.com

1st

The

go further, injury prevention, NO EXCUSES, hikers’, climbers’,
mountaineers’, outdoor enthusiasts’ BRACE LAYER SYSTEM

ADVENTURE

DOES NOT
STOP
Why should you?

We are bracing like never seen before so whatever you know about traditional braces, FORGET IT!

KNEE

QUAD

ANKLE

FOOT

OS1st Brace Layer System can be worn before, after or during ANY activity. Most braces don’t work that
way. We took notice, took the challenge and created what we call OS1st Brace Layer System, bracing sleeves
designed to be worn while active as well as for recovery. Thin enough to wear under any apparel or equipment,
this is medical-grade compression bracing that’s lightweight, breathable and moisture-wicking with release
zones in the right places ... it’s a 1st. And it’s what we do.

®

See our entire line of compression bracing products at www.OS1st.com or call (844) 413-5457

HIKE

HIKE

OUTDOOREYE

NEW PRODUCTS

REACH NEW HEIGHTS
I N C O M F O R TA B L E

Eliminates blisters

SECONDWIND / Double Tab Ultra Light Runner
NanoGlide anti-friction yarn helps eliminate blisters, while a rapid drying Double Tab helps protect
against blisters and abrasion. The sock has a “Y”
heel gore and “Y” toe gore for better contoured fit.

EXPLORE THE NEW

C

M

Y

CM

MY

MEDIUM CUSHION

CY

FOR ADDED COMFORT

CMY

K

Our anatomical fit and soft PrimaLoft® offer exceptional
comfort while NanoGLIDE® PTFE reinforced wear zones help
provide longer-lasting socks and adventures.

REINFORCED
TO LAST LONGER

FOXSOX.COM

800-2 4 7 - 1 8 1 5

BOOTH #30044E
OUTDOOR RETAILER
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AMERICAN

ORIGINAL

WIGWAM / Ryn: Step up and stand out with the
brand’s new classic, the Ryn. Focus in on the basket
weave details in the knit pattern of the leg combined with
solid heel, toe and cuff appointments. Made with Merino
wool in a timeless knee-high silhouette. MSRP $26.

outdoorinsightmag.com

Designed by world-class knife maker, Ken Onion, Field Strip lets you easily disassemble
your knife whenever, wherever–without tools.
Come by booth #70 at Outdoor Retailer to see the new award winning Field Strip technology.

CRKT.COM/FIELD-STRIP-TECHNOLOGY

Untitled-2 1
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TREDAGAIN
Sandals:
These
sustainable
sandals
incorporate
APX, a substitute
for 100 percent
virgin rubber
made through
a proprietary
process that
takes tires at
the end of their
useful life and
upcycles them
into useable
rubber.
MSRP $69.99.

Sustainable style

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE

7/19/16 4:06 PM

outdoorinsightmag.com

OUTDOOREYE

NEW PRODUCTS

3D knit

FARM TO FEET / Raleigh
Features Farm to Feet’s 3D
Active Knit Technology creating
multiple targeted venting
and cushioning zones for
performance and comfort. Knit
on a 200 needle machine with
19.5 micron U.S. wool, making
it a lightweight, low profile sock.

BALEGA
Vtech Enduro
The Enduro
collection is updated
with improved fit
and new elastane
in all three styles –

MSRP $18-$21.

the Low Cut (MSRP $12),
Quarter (MSRP $13)
and Crew MSRP $14.

New elastane

It’s Pretty Simple... Great Watch, Great Program

A-TYPE

B-TYPE
NYLON WEBBING

C-TYPE
NYLON WEBBING

D-TYPE
NYLON WEBBING

ORIGINAL 2-PLY
HEAVY-DUTY w/ EYELETS

HEAVY
®
DUTY DX3

ZULU

CAMO 2-PLY

HEAVY
DUTY 2-PLY

HEAVY
DUTY G10

U.S. PATENTED

U.S. PATENTED

U.S. PATENTED

U.S. PATENTED

U.S. PATENTED

NYLON WEBBING

#13361

$120 msrp/map

Patrol Khaki™

#13360
Jungle Green™

E-TYPE
NYLON WEBBING
NATO

#13362

A TYPE

Patrol Olive™

B TYPE

C TYPE

D TYPE

E TYPE

LEATHER

LEATHER

LEATHER

LEATHER

LEATHER

ORIGINAL DX3®

MONTANARO

AUTHENTIC
POST SCREW

HERITAGE

G10 NATO

TRIDURA

™

ULTRA-DUTY BAND

POLYURETHANE
FUSED WEBBING

U.S. PATENTED

bertucciwatches.com
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Sam & Marty hit the road this spring
come and see why M.A.P.’s Trail Ready™ shoes
are perfect for any adventure

Outdoor Retailer
August 03-06, 2016
Booth # 30163W

Las Vegas Renaissance Hotel
August 15-17, 2016
Grand Ballroom I

Atlanta Shoe Market
August 20-22, 2016
Booth # 100-101

Surf Expo
September 08-10, 2016
Booth # 3424

ZAMST / Filmista: The
Filmista ankle support is
constructed with a multilayer fusion of flexible
urethane layers of film
technology. Standing for
Film + Stability, it provides
a flyweight and ultrathin
support structure for the
ankle. MSRP $39.99.

FOX RIVER / Prima Hike:
For durability, Fox River utilizes
NanoGlide, a PTFE nylon that
is as long-lasting as they come.
“It’s extremely durable, wicks
sweat, dries fast, and most
importantly, reduces friction,
which minimizes hot spots,
chafing, and the chance of
blisters,” says Mike Tyer of Fox
River. MSRP $15.99.
Durable

Stable support

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE
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Untitled-2 1
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NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE
WILDERNESS SYSTEMS
Helix PD Pedal Drive
The high-performance, patentpending Helix PD Pedal Drive
is designed to work with the
company’s new Radar 115 and
135 kayaks. MSRP $1,100.

SEATTLE SPORTS
SUP Carrier Kit
The SUP Carrier Kit is compatible
with factory racks, aftermarket
racks, and vehicles without racks.
Non-skid foam blocks eliminate
slipping on wet cars. MSRP $74.95.

BROOKS / Fremont Jacket
The Fremont Jacket is lightweight with
perforated underarm panels that offer
ventilation, comfort, and increased range
of motion. MSRP $110.

C

M

Y

CM

MY

More Grip.
Less Slip.

CY

CMY

K

Check out the NEW
STABILicers Hike XP
Our most dynamic
hiking cleat yet.
TM

stabilgear.com

®

MADE IN MAINE, USA
& CANADA
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TUFF Redeﬁned.
COMPRESSION

CHANGES
EVERYTHING

TUFF

Introducing the LEGEND TUFF™ Merino Wool
Compression Hike/Outdoor Socks
• Over 50% Merino Wool
• Moisture wicking and breathable
• Naturally odor resistant
Graduated Compression
to reduce muscle fatigue

Extra cushion on
the sole and shin
Durable with
superior arch support
MADE
IN THE

Visit legendcompressionwear.com
for more information.
For wholesale pricing and ordering
information please call (336) 859-0226 or
email john@legendcompressionwear.com

USA

see us at
Come
door Retailer
t
u
O

Booth
#PV2048

PACKS

ike climbing, paddling and skiing, backpacking is one of the core
activities in outdoor recreation. Although shifting priorities and
time pressures have limited people’s ability to take long backpacking trips, getting deep into the woods still has a strong pull.
“Consumers seem to want to get outdoors more frequently,
take that camping trip, weekend hiking trip or check that national
park visit off their bucket list. All of these activities help grow the
backpacking category,” says Michael Meyer, senior director of
product design at Granite Gear.
In the past year, backpacking has played a starring role in
Hollywood features such as “Wild” and “A Walk in the Woods.”
The National Park Service’s Centennial celebration has also promoted backpacking.
“We all take to hero stories and have appreciated the life les-

LOOK WHO’S BACK

Guess What?
Backpacking
Is Cool Again.

Zen.
Getting outdoors is
“me-time” that
tech-overloaded
consumers crave.
Women’s-Specific.
Product designed
for female bodies
wins with women.
Lighten Up.
Packs are getting
smaller, lighter
and more compact.

sons that come with a large adventure like this. As our world
becomes more and more fast paced, it seems there has been a
shift in the desires for outdoor play. Whether this is backpacking
or climbing or running, this time helps balance us,” says Becky
Marcelliano, marketing manager at Deuter. “With an increasing
array of resources like online guide books, women’s outdoor
groups and hiking groups, many of the barriers of backpacking
are being broken down. More and more people have access to
information about how to backpack, where to go, who to go with.
This makes the sport more welcoming and tangible.”
Robert Fry, Mountain Hardwear’s global director of product
merchandising and design, says, “We’re seeing a resurgence in
interest in backpacking. Interestingly, the fastest growing area in
backpacking is in women’s-specific product. Whether it’s due to
large scale exposure from mainstream cinema, or that fact that
other brands have stopped making technical product for women,
we’re seeing a renewed focus from our female consumer in this
space.”
In the Woods
Backpacking trips range from epic months long Appalachian
Trail thru-hikes to fast-paced overnights. “Shorter trips seem to be
more common today. Consumers want an achievable adventure
that will work with their over-crowded schedules. These shorter
trips give consumers a taste of the outdoor flavor, opening the
door for possible more frequent trips or longer trips in the future,”
says Meyer.
The combination of lighter more compact gear and shorter trip
lengths is influencing the size of today’s backpack models. While
large expedition packs are still an important part of a backpack
brand’s product line, smaller volume packs are seeing the majority of sales growth.
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“Whether it’s a smaller stove, lighter tent, smaller sleeping bag
and pad, or multi-functional clothing, add it all up and you don’t
need as much pack. It used to be that if you wanted to go light,
you had to decide which things you could do without,” says Erik
Hamerschlag, senior product line manager at Osprey. “Now the
ability is there to have a fully outfitted trip with a lot less stuff.
Where once an 80-liter pack was the weeklong pack, now a 70-75liter pack is really all anyone needs. The ability to lighten the load
gives them permission to bring some luxuries along.”
The Path of Pack Design
Pack volume selections are often influenced by the experience
level of the buyer. As experience increases, decisions about what
to take and what to leave behind become easier.
“New backpackers still often carry the kitchen sink because they
tend to pack their fears, but among more experienced backpackers there is a general consensus that smaller and lighter packs
are better,” says Andrew Skurka, brand ambassador at Sierra
outdoorinsightmag.com

Designs. “Even 10 years ago, big packs were the norm and still
acceptable. Even without trying, lighter packs are more common
now, because the weight of shelters, bags, puffy jackets, even
headlamps has come down.”
Meyer says, “Smaller packs are trending right now, due to the
influx of consumers taking the shorter, weekend-type trips. Smaller,
technical, single-day packs in the 30-35-liter range are often used
for day hikes. The sweet spot for a short trip or multi-day weekend
jaunt is right around the 55-60-liter mark, at least for the beginner
or novice backpacker. Of course experienced hikers will need less
volume, due to the fact that they know how to pack lite, better
aware of what they may or may not need.”
Pack designers are using lightweight materials and minimalistic
feature sets to attract thru-hikers and buyers looking for a less-ismore approach. “It seems that the minimalist approach is becoming
more and more of a trend, especially with thru-hikers. People are
going light and fast. In general, it seems society provides us with
less time to vacation or adventure, so yes, people are trying to go
outdoorinsightmag.com

lighter and faster. Or shorten their trips to a couple days. We’ve
seen great growth in our 35-50 liter packs, which may indicate
these trends. The 5PM-9AM adventurer is hot right now, especially
with the millennial generation,” says Marcelliano.
“We are starting to see a shift of people looking at lightweight
options. Our philosophy is stripping everything away that you don’t
need and giving you fully functional gear that is totally optimized
to help you meet your goals,” says Mike St. Pierre, CEO/founder,
Hyperlite Mountain Gear. “If you look in the cottage pack industry
that has emerged in the last 10 year, there are a dozen players
with the idea of stripping everything away. Look outside the box
and you are seeing more innovation and more game-changing
approaches to design and materials choices.”
Hamerschlag notes, “We’re hoping we can learn something
interesting by pursuing ‘even lighter’ designs. That user is out
there. There’s things we can learn by pushing the designs even
further in the light direction. There’s a split between people who
want extra features like direct access to the pack body, exterior

Hyperlite 3400 Windrider
ultralight backpack.
MSRP $330.
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pocketing, sleeping pad access versus people who
want a stripped down pack that doesn’t have a lot
of straps and stuff on the outside. It’s a lot about
user preference.”
Still, it’s hard to break completely away from the
familiar traditional expedition-sized packs. Most major
pack brands report sustained consumer interest in
that category. “We are selling a record number of
small trekking packs (35-50-liter). But, we are also
seeing record growth in our 60-65 liter backpacking
models. So, there’s still very much a need for the
big haulers,” says Marcelliano.
“Backpackers are getting out for shorter durations
and gear is more compact than it used to be so we’ve
found the sweet spot to be between 25 and 40 liters.
However, fewer brands are carrying larger volume
packs,” says Alex Kutches, VP at Mystery Ranch.

1

GREAT
PACKS

“It’s not so much about being lightweight.
It’s more about what I call smart weight.
You can have an extra six-to-eight ounces of
weight in the suspension that puts the weight on
the right part of your skeleton. You will use a lot less
energy and be a lot more comfortable. Where the
art meets the science is the ability to make the pack
disappear and not be the center of your activity.”
says Sears. “It’s an engineering challenge to design
a pack that handles the weight properly. There’s
an ‘aha’ moment with buyers. They say, ‘I never
realized a backpack could feel so comfortable and
feel so light on my back.’ That’s where you build
brand loyalty.”
Kutches says, “Bottom line, the pack has to comfortably carry a load. But consumers also want to
relate to the brand. They want to align their ethics

2

5

9

6

10

and passions with a brand and what it
stands for. Our customers love it that Dana
Gleason has been making packs for over 40
years. He’s still skiing and hiking and living in
Montana. There are lots of different tribes out there.
We need to speak to them.”
Overall, the three primary measures of success
for backpack buyers are fit, comfort and carrying
capacity. “It’s very easy to make a pretender or
knockoff,” says Hamerschlag. “There are packs
that look technical but the designer hasn’t done
the work about how the pack is going to fit human
bodies. The angle of the hip belt is wrong and won’t
support a load properly. The shoulder straps don’t
come out at the right angle so it won’t fit right. The
companies that know how to do that are few. Pack
design takes a lot of work and dedication.” l

3

4

7

8

11
1. Granite Gear Crown2, MSRP $199.99.
2. Mountain Hardwear Ozonic, MSRP $270.
3. Sierra Designs Flex Capacitor, MSRP $189.95.
4. Gregory men’s Paragon, MSRP $159.95-$249.95.
5. Deuter Walker, MSRP from $69.
6. Dakine Cascade 24L Pack, MSRP $95.
7. Mystery Ranch Stein 62, MSRP $299.
8. Mountainsmith Mayhem 45, MSRP $159.95.
9. Kelty Revol 50, MSRP $199.
10. The North Face Drift 70, MSRP $179.
11. Mountainsmith Lariat 55 WSD, MSRP $219.95.
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all new features
1

EASY OPEN/CLOSE
LEAK-PROOF CAP

2

LEAK-PROOF
ON/OFF LEVER
Water when you want it,
none when you don’t.

3

20% MORE
WATER PER SIP
Faster water flow powers
longer adventures.

4

ERGONOMIC
HANDLE
Perfect for
one-hand filling.

HOW TO FIX SOMETHING THAT ISN’T THE LEAST BIT BROKEN.
Why upgrade to a new camelbak crux when an old CamelBak Reservoir will last forever? Because we never
CamelBak.com
stop innovating. Our new Crux reservoir delivers 20% more water with every sip in a pack loaded
with the
latest in hydration technology.
camelbak.com
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Ask any paddlesports marketer about the state of the industry and you will receive a one-word answer. “Depends.” Anecdotal analysis and sales
forecasts note canoes and touring kayak sales are flat, yet stable. Standup paddle boards continue to attract attention and kayak fishing models
seem to be the industry’s current buzz generator. Here, executives from a variety of paddling brands offer their thoughts about the market.

The pace of innovation appears to be slowing.
Are current models meeting the needs of entry
level and intermediate paddlers?
“The challenge for the standup industry is that
there are so many brands on the market and there
is a lot of product out there. That’s causing pressure. From here it will be a process of correction of
brands that will or won’t make it over the next few
years. This has caused confusion with consumers in
some cases. The challenge for retailers and brands
is to keep it simple for the average recreational
consumer while also offering specialty models for
enthusiasts.”
Jimmy Blakeney, BIC Sport North America
“There are a lot of different brands, lots of inventory.
The consumer is looking for the easiest way on the
pocketbook to get into the sport. The amount of
selection grew faster than the market could handle.
I think there will be a shrinking of options in that
market over the next couple of seasons.”
Jeff Turner, Kokatat
“We don’t agree that the pace of innovation is slowing. While there might not be huge breakthroughs
in materials or major technology, there is a lot of
innovation in UX where it’s increasingly important
in consumer branded products. In the world of
paddlesports, these innovations are especially exciting for the experience they deliver to the beginner
and novice paddlers. Intuitive design and design
engineering to create a more enjoyable experience,
one that truly addresses needs and overcomes
paddler’s obstacles. That is where innovation lies.”
Cheri McKenzie, Confluence Outdoor
“I wouldn’t agree [that innovation is slowing], at
least not for our portfolio of watercraft brands.
What you’re seeing from us is a strategic consolidation and line re-focus. We want to deliver
the best-functioning boat for each category and
experience level. Whether you’re a fishing kayaker
or a recreational twice-a-year novice paddler, we
continue to bring to market innovative boats. The
future is quite bright for our line on all levels.”
Ryan Lilly, Johnson Outdoor Watercraft
Do you see growth coming from new paddling
enthusiasts or previous buyers trading up or
buying multiple boats?
“The SUP industry is still on the rise, but not as
strong as the kayak market. We’re seeing a lot of
strength in kayak fishing. Yoga and fishing models
getting a lot of media attention but not necessarily translating to sales. The accessory market has
Ocean Kayak’s Prowler BG2 is designed for anglers
looking for a high-capacity fishing kayak that
will carry all the necessary equipment. It aims to
offer ample room and stability without sacrificing
performance. MSRP $1299.99.
outdoorinsightmag.com

followed that trend. Several years ago we came
with every SUP accessory that we could build
or getting requests for. We’ve seen a tightening
of that assortment to our best sellers and most
innovative product.”
Brendan Collins, Seattle Sports
“We’re pulling in new paddlers at incredibly high
rates (over half our customers are first time boat
owners, most of which didn’t consider themselves
‘paddlers’ previously). This can be attributed to
innovation on many levels–product design, customer support, marketing outreach, door-to-door
rentals, and various sales channels that other
kayak manufacturers either can’t or don’t leverage
as much as Oru.”
Andy Cochrane, Oru Kayak.
“Our demographics continue to age. We’re definitely
seeing our consumer base aging. We thought the
SUP category would stimulate younger participants.
We’ve seen that category slow down. The fishing
category continues to drive the industry at a strong
pace. We don’t understand what the ceiling is in
terms of what a fisherman is willing to spend. They
continue to spend thousands of dollars. There are
boats out there fully rigged that are in the $3500$4000 range and anglers don’t bat an eye.”
Steve Jordan, BIG Adventures, LLC
“There are plenty of new people coming into
the market as well as people that are upgrading from a budget board to a better board.
There’s no doubt that the number of people
coming into the market new is outpacing
the number of people upgrading.”
Jimmy Blakeney, BIC Sport North America
“There are a lot of newcomers to the
scene, especially with the growth in
the inflatable segment. The increased
performance of the inflatable boards
is helping this. We’re also seeing a
number of people who are upgrading
from original boards or adding to their
quiver. Taking a similar approach to
the different disciplines in cycling.
While remaining accessible to almost
everyone. SUP is a brilliant sport.
You can go as hard at it as you like,
so while some people keep the same
board for years, others are trading up
and pushing their performance to the
next level. SUP is also more fun with
a friend so it is quite usual to see a
family buying multiple boards.”
John Hibbard, Red Paddle Co.
“People are maturing in the sport and
if they have the money they want to
look a little better or feel like they are

wearing the right stuff. Millennials seem to have
a different attitude toward paddling. As they get
older they may start looking at the sport. It will
be interesting to see how this new generation will
enter the sport. I’m convinced they will jump in.
But it may be a couple of years before we see that
happening.”
Jeff Turner, Kokatat
“We have a core group of customers who look to
us to see what’s new this year and building out
their fleet of boats and accessories. A big focus
for us has been to build more unique products to
go after new customers. The majority of our sales
are to customers who know the industry and of
our brand.”
Brendan Collins, Seattle Sports
For a consumer’s first boat purchase, what are
the most important criteria?
“Years ago, the consumer’s first question was ‘how
much does it cost?’ Now they are doing a lot of
research online before they come into the store.
Now, comfort, outfitting, weight and aesthetics are
big issues. They are more interested in the outfitting
details of the boat. Previously, consumers wanted
to be able to outfit and customize their boat for
fishing. Now anglers want to buy a boat that is completely rigged out. We’re not sure if that trend will
continue but more buyers are interested in buying
a boat that has all the bells and whistles so they can
go right from the retailer to the water. For that
aging demographic, weight is becoming a more
important factor. How do you manage a boat
off the water? How do you load it on your car?
How do you transport from car to water?”
Steve Jordan, BIG Adventures, LLC.
“The most important is finding a boat that
fits you well and will keep your experience
positive. If you’re not comfortable, you
won’t have much motivation to stick
with it or become a long-time enthusiast
of any recreational activity. So fit and
comfort are king.”
Ryan Lilly, Johnson Outdoor Watercraft
“The majority of people in the rec
market want the board to be stable
and easy to paddle so the experience
is fun. When they are buying a less
expensive product they are getting a
narrow, tippy board that isn’t much
fun to use.”
Jimmy Blakeney, BIC Sport North America
Native Watercraft’s Slayer 10 Propel
kayak is the newest, and smallest,
member of the Slayer family. Has a
wide open deck and a stable hull.
MSRP $2399.
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Newcomers.
The market is
filling up with new
participants and
new brands.
Fishing.
Continued growth
in the kayak fishing
demo with anglers
willing to spend
more on their boats.

Are outdoor retailers embracing the paddlesports segments?
“Yes. What is great about inflatable SUP is that it lends itself to
different kinds of specialty retailers. It fits nicely into existing
product offerings in core outdoor, due to portability for exploration. Specialty retail is important for the sport, as this is where
their technical knowledge comes into play. A good SUP board is
not an impulse buy. It takes time for a customer to decide and
specialty retailers can add a lot of value to this research phase
of the customer journey.”
John Hibbard, Red Paddle Co.
“Retailers are still embracing the sport. Some are refining their
product mix based on what’s working for their local market. The
number one thing is keeping it simple for recreational users while
maintaining a full selection so they don’t lose a sale because they

Intuitive.
Boat and paddle
designs include a
focus on comfort
and utility.

3

4

don’t have a certain style of board.”
Jimmy Blakeney, BIC Sport North America
“Retailers are a bit more cautious with pre-book orders. They are
taking less of a discount on the front end to have more control
over their inventory in season. It doesn’t make sense to get your
pre-season discount if you have to knock it down by 40 percent
retail to dump the product mid-season.”
Brendan Collins, Seattle Sports
“We are seeing more specialty retailers stepping up their game
to understand the needs of that fishing customer. They don’t
want to lose that customer who will go to another retailer who is
focused on that market.”
Steve Jordan, BIG Adventures, LLC l
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1. Kokatat Habanero has a front entry zipper and a waist zipper, MSRP $169-$179;

9

2. Kokatat Gore-Tex Supernova Angler is a front entry paddling suit, MSRP $829; 3. Oru
Kayak CoastXT is built for extended trips, MSRP $2,499; 4. Liquid Logic Manta Ray 12
fishing kayak, MSRP $869; 5. Hurricane’s Sojourn 135 day touring kayak, MSRP $1349;
6. Red Paddle 11’3 Sport, designed for experienced paddlers, MSRP $1499; 7. BIC
Sport 12’ Cross offers stability and ease of paddling, MSRP $1349.95; 8. Perception
Pescador Pilot is affordable and packed with fishing features, MSRP $1799; 9. Sea
Eagle QuikRow fixed seat rowing frame has optional fishing rod holders, MSRP $499.
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High Performance
Adventure

Packs in
a bag
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Our superior patented design (US Patent #8,821,204) makes the
Sea Eagle® NeedleNose™ inflatable SUPs faster, sleeker and
easier to paddle. The razor sharp, wave piercing bow and
straight line hull combine to create this unique design that
allows you to paddle our SUPs long distances effortlessly.

14’

Three sizes
available.
12’6’’
11’6’’

The NeedleNose™ packs up small to carry in a car trunk, on a
plane, or small RV storage space. Cruise through bays, lakes,
ponds and more.
Three sizes available to suit paddlers of different sizes and
experience levels.
Visit SeaEagle.com
for more information

or Call for Catalog

1-800-748-8066
M-F, 9-5 EST

Dept OI086B

19 N. Columbia St., Suite 1
Port Jefferson, NY 11777

Visit us at
OR Booth #34105
Join us on
/SeaEagleBoats

/SeaEagleBoats

NUTRITION

TAKING A

BITE
K’ul Chocolate is made with all-natural ingredients.

Registration numbers for 50-mile trail
races are climbing. Mountain bikers
are exploring new trail networks with
bikepacking rigs. Cyclists and runners
just keep rolling up their miles on Strava
and MapMyRun. All that movement
requires fuel and nutrition brands
are standing by with an array of new
products. Here, execs from several
nutrition brands share thoughts on the
direction of the market.

With a flurry of new flavors on the market, are
outdoor enthusiasts sampling and buying more?
“During endurance activities, multiple flavor options
are key in encouraging athletes to keep eating during
their activities. With consumers’ changing tastes
being driven by the artisanal food movement, we
believe our flavor collections for athletes must
reflect these changing tastes, too.”
Adam Chamberlain, GU Energy
“Outdoor enthusiasts are sampling and buying
more because we are not just adding flavors, we
are adding new product lines that fit different
nutritional needs and fueling situations.”
Nate Bird, Honey Stinger
“Outdoor enthusiasts and athletes are constantly
looking to change things up and try something new.
Listening to our athletes and consumers we are
able to craft nutrition that helps provide energy
for people’s ever-growing busy lives and athletic
adventures.”
Pat Bush, Clif Bar
“[People] are experimenting with flavors to find
what works for them in every situation. Our top
seller is our 16-bar mixed pack, which features
two bars of each flavor. People want to try new
thing and see what actually works for them in the
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outdoors. For some Ah, Fudge Nuts! might be a
favorite for post-work recovery, but not fit the bill
for three days in the backcountry, for instance.”
Angela Shatting, Picky Bars
Is there enough room on specialty retail shelves
for expanding lines and new competition?
“No way, especially when anyone with a kitchen and
a mixing bowl can get into the sports nutrition business. Increasingly, retailers are having to make tough
choices about which brands to carry. Consumers
continue to demand a wide variety of options at
specialty retail, but they also appreciate a curated
collection of sports nutrition that works together,
with easy to understand features and benefits. We are
grateful to have strong partnerships with specialty
retail, as well as to have been the choice of athletes
for over 20 years. These factors are key to GU holding
our own in the changing tides of sports nutrition.”
Adam Chamberlain, GU Energy
“In more established markets, it’s been difficult
to find shelf space. But when consumers go into
retailers and ask for Tailwind, they eventually
reach out to us. As a retailer you want to provide
options for your customers. People come in and
say they want to get some of their calories through
food and electrolytes through a drink. That calls
for one type of product.” Jenny Vierling, Tailwind

outdoorinsightmag.com

ONE OF A KIND!

GO FOR IT!
SORBOTHANE ® WOMEN’S ULTRA SOLE
• UNIQUELY DESIGNED FOR A WOMAN’S FOOT,
FIT AND GAIT CYCLE
• ABSORBS HARMFUL SHOCK, RETURNS
ENERGY AND PROVIDES LONG
LASTING COMFORT

insoles-sorbothane.com
800-838-3906

Nutrition
1

“Today’s consumer is more educated than ever
before on the importance of proper fueling and
nutrition. As the value for real food continues
to increase more products will be introduced
alongside many of the existing modified ‘food’
products out there. Consumers know that proper
nutrition is essential to perform at one’s best and
more are demanding that nutrition come from
natural ingredients.”
Angela Shatting, Picky Bars

2

“Beyond product innovation, Clif Bar has made a
tremendous investment in areas that are significant
to the long-term health of the brand. We work
closely with our retailers and have innovated on
the merchandising front by creating a consumer
minded agnostic merchandising strategy that
tells the consumer what, when and why to use
any Sports Nutrition regardless of the brand.
The strategy expands the story beyond ‘Start to
Finish’ products.”
Pat Bush, Clif Bar

3

4

“We are finding there is room to grow. In the case
of Gluten Free Waffles our retailers made the
space, because customers were asking them to
and because of the strong sales history.”
Nate Bird, Honey Stinger

5

Where will future growth come from in the nutrition market?
“Sports that are self-supported and require you
to carry your fuel with you like the ultra running endurance market are strong for Tailwind.
We often see interest start in one segment like
trail running and migrate to different activities.
If there is a nutrition option that works, athletes
will want to learn about that product. They talk
to their peers to find out what works for them
when they fuel for a race or event.”
Jenny Vierling, Tailwind

6

7

“We are seeing a growing number of participants
in non-traditional endurance events like obstacle
races, and Ragnar-style team relays, as well as
ultra marathon distances and gravel fondos. All
of these participants require some form of sports
nutrition to sustain their energy and enjoyment.
Nutrition form factors also hold significant promise for growth. We are launching the GU Energy
Stroopwafel in July and couldn’t be happier
about the market’s early returns on samples
in this new form factor for delivering essential
nutrients including carbohydrates, electrolytes
and branched chain amino acids.”
Adam Chamberlain, GU Energy

8

10

9

“The nutrition category is certainly maturing, we

are seeing more competition in the market and
nutrition is no longer just a niche product for elite
athletes. The general everyday active person,
who seeks to be fit and exercises regularly, has
come to realize nutrition can play a key role in
the enjoyment of their pursuits. You feel better
when you are fueled correctly and that makes
your activity more pleasurable. Honey Stinger
will continue to see growth within our core group
of run/bike/tri, but we are also seeing growth in
other activities such as skiing, motorcycle racing,
hiking and climbing.”
Nate Bird, Honey Stinger
“People need energy for their adventures and
athletic pursuits. What we are experiencing
right now in the marketplace is a hybridization
of both traditional performance competition and
pure adventure with events like gravel rides,
Spartan Races and Skyrunning. Growth will come
from being connected with our consumers and
understanding their desire to get outside and
experience something new, and then working
with our kitchen team and Registered Dietitians
to ensure we are providing energy to feed and
inspire their adventures.”
Pat Bush, Clif Bar
Are consumers paying attention to ingredients?
“The everyday consumer is reading nutrition
panels more and more. As an all-natural energy
bar company we encourage consumers to educate
themselves on ingredients. Picky Bars ingredients
are compiled of real food that people can understand and trust.”
Angela Shatting, Picky Bars
“Consumers increasingly seek out products with
all-natural and certified organic ingredients.
That has been one of the basic precepts of our
products and has enabled us to capitalize on that
demand as it grows.”
Nate Bird, Honey Stinger
“Yes and no. Athletes are more conscious about
what they are putting in their bodies than ever
and we hear a lot about the desire for simple and
straightforward ingredient panels. Our challenge
is that sports nutrition is science and many formulations are dialed to work better with the human
body than simple ingredients. So while consumers
are paying closer attention to the ingredients, they
don’t always have the nutritional IQ to understand
that simpler is not necessarily better. We have
a great opportunity to do a better job educating
athletes about sports nutrition fundamentals and
helping them make educated choices.”
Adam Chamberlain, GU Energy l

1. GU Energy Energy Stroopwafel, MSRP $1.50 (single), $24 (box); GU Energy Summit Tea Roctane Energy
Drink, MSRP $3.25; 2. Honey Stinger Gluten Free Organic Waffles, MSRP $23.84 (box); 3. Honey Stinger Snack
Bars, MSRP $25.35 (box); 4. Powerbar Simple Fruit Energy Food, MSRP $2.29; 5. Picky Bars, MSRP $27.50
(box); 6. Glukos whey protein isolate bars, MSRP $2.50; 7. Clif Bar Nut Butter filled energy bar, MSRP $1.99; 8.
K’UL Chocolate, MSRP from $24.99 (box); 9. Tailwind endurance fuel, MSRP $16.05 (7-pack assortment); 10.
Glukos powder comes in two flavors – Chocolate and Vanilla, MSRP $30.
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I N N O VAT I O N D R I V E N

ZAMST HAS BEEN SUPPORTING
EXTREME ADVENTURERS FOR MORE
THAN TWO DECADES WITH
PRECISION ENGINEERED EQUIPMENT
SPECIFIC TO THEIR DEMANDING
NEEDS. PROTECTING THEM FROM
I N J U R Y, A N D S U P P O R T I N G T H E M I N
ACHIEVING THEIR GOALS.

tech deck:

Z A M S T C R E AT E S I N N O VAT I V E D R I V E N
P R O D U C T S F R O M T H E G R O U N D U P. . .

A-FIT

W I T H P U R E A U T H E N T I C AT I O N T O
O U R AT H L E T E S S P E C I F I C N E E D S . .
C-FLEX

FUSIONTECH

EXPLORE

...beyond
your
limits

GRIP TECH

MICRONTECH

I-FIT

MELISSA ARNOT

1ST U.S. FEMALE 6x EVEREST SUMMIT
1ST U.S. FEMALE EVEREST SUMMIT W/O O2
ZAMST ELITE FORCE TEAM

F LY W E I G H T
TECH

FILMISTA

JK-BAND

knee

ankle

icing

back

compression

upper body

ZAMST.US
877-ZAMST.US

TECH APPAREL

VOORMI’s Solarium Hoodie features light and breathable blended wool, MSRP $129.
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FEATURES
WITH
BENEFITS
FUNCTIONAL FASHION TAKES OUTDOOR
CLOTHING TO NEW HEIGHTS. BY LOU DZIERZAK
While consumer preference varies, we’ve
incorporated a more
relaxed fit into apparel,”
says Molly Cuffe, global
brand marketing director at Smartwool. “As athleisure evolves,
the trail runner and hiker is looking for
versatile pieces that hold up to trail conditions, perform well and look good before
and after their trail activities.”
The conversation around “fit” can be a
tough topic. “And it is one that comes up
regularly at Salomon,” says Ryan Hardy,
commercial country manager for Salomon
Apparel & Gear, USA. “Even within our own
collections, we see pieces that fit more
relaxed than others. It often depends on
the piece, whether we’re talking about
a women’s run top designed for on- and
off-trail use or an S-Lab Exo Shirt this is
purpose built for elite trail runners.”
Fit considerations are tied closely to the
activities consumers are participating in.
“Some athletes are moving toward slimmer
and tighter fits, compression shorts, et
cetera,” says Jason Duncan, senior director
of product at Outdoor Research. “[Others]
are demanding long, loose shorts and shirts
with plenty of air flow. There are a variety
of fits, styles and shapes on the trail now,
with multiple preferences being available
and no single uniform being worn.”
Fit is a very individual thing, and as a
result it’s one of the challenges brands
can’t help but face. “We’ve chosen to push
forward with an athletic fit so we can ensure

the garment can be worn with the appropriate layers underneath with no restriction
to movement,” says Timm Smith, chief
marketing officer, VOORMI. “No matter
what your preference is you are not going
to be impeded doing the work you need to
do in the mountains.”
Features with Benefits
Moisture management, breathability and
odor control have led the list of preferred
features on technical apparel for years.
Now seen as basic offerings, outdoor consumers are looking for more. “Customers
are demanding more than protection in
weather-proof gear,” says Chris Pew, product director at TREW. “Comfort in technical
apparel is driving a lot of interest. Our product testers are consistently most impressed
with how our new technical products feel.
Weatherproof and breathable a required
baseline attributes; comfort, softness, and
stretch are the new qualities that we believe
customers will invest in.”
Many consumers are looking to use their
apparel purchases for a myriad of activities.
“We’re very conscious of that in our product development and design,” says Joanna
Tomasino, catgeory manager at Mammut.
“Technical apparel will use lightweight
and dynamic fabrics and be designed with
a utilitarian approach without sacrificing
any necessary elements. There is a purpose
with each feature chosen for each style and
we take an ‘all that you need and nothing
more’ approach.”
Since most outdoor enthusiasts participate
August 2016 • Outdoor Insight • 43
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FACING
THE SUN
With the increased
understanding of risks
from exposure to UV rays,
consumers have added sun
protection to their purchase
criteria lists for technical
apparel. Salomon’s Spring
2017 line includes more than

in more than one recreational activity, versatility is also
becoming more important. “We want our products to
cut across activities,” says Smith. “Our customers can
use the same basic pieces across seasons and activities.
If we can nail the workhorse products that carry these
professionals through a migration of activities while
the seasons change, these apparel pieces will be seen
as investments.”
While it’s a given that athletes are demanding more
versatility than ever, for the brands this means they often
have some tough design decisions to make. “Runners
want jackets, for instance, that they can wear for 10 miles
after work and take to the pub afterward,” says Hardy.
“In some cases, this means we have difficult discussions

over whether a race-ready run shell should have handwarmer pockets, but we consistently come back to what
is best for the athlete in-use, which is what drives us to
create our run apparel.”
Details Matter
Once outdoor consumers’ expectations about features
such as breathability and moisture management issues are
addressed, details like thumb loops, pocket placement,
zipper location and hoods also become more important.
“Feature preferences remain largely tied to weight,
breathability and comfort,” notes Hardy. “The evolution of feature preferences is largely about refinement.
We’re not just adding a hood to a running jacket; but

20 apparel pieces with UPF
50 protection. “Consumers
are demanding features like
sun protection and we’ve
seen huge demand for our
UPF apparel in recent years,”
says Hardy. “Sun protection
is important and I think more
runners are recognizing that,”
agrees Tomasino. “Last
spring we introduced a new
fabric from Polartec — one

Rab: Xenon X Jacket lightweight
is a PrimaLoft Insulated jacket
utilizing the new Active insulation,
with higher breathability and no
need for quilting. MSRP $235.

Salomon: The Bonatti Pro WP
jacket is a minimalist protective
layer that uses Pertex Shield and a
microporous fabric.

of their Power Dry fabrics
which has a UV 50+ rating
and provides the user with
unbeatable breathability, supple
hand and excellent moisture
management properties. For
Spring 2017 we’ve added
another shirt using that same
fantastic fabric.” Notes Duncan,
“One of the recurring themes
throughout our line has been
the emphasis of sun protection.
Given the amount of time our
athletes spend at high UV risk,

Mammut: MTR 201 HS Rainspeed
jacket is a featherweight, minimalist
running jacket for changeable
weather conditions. It packs down
very small. MSRP $170.

Orage: Alaskan Jacket has a
stretch lining and uses PrimaLoft
Gold Insulation Active (100g
body/80g sleeve). MSRP $400.

TREW: BeWild Jacket is an
ultralight, stormproof jacket, ideal
for biking or running. or just a hip
urban layer. MSRP $119.

Pearl Izumi: Escape Thermal Full
Zip has Thermal Fleece for warmth
and moisture transfer. Also has
zippered hand warmer pockets
with media port. MSRP $120.

most are aware of the need for
sun protection. The challenge
with many UPF garments
is that without chemical
treatment the higher UPF
ratings often require more
tightly woven fabrics, which
don’t always have the fourway, stretch that our athletes
demand. We have avoided
this by adding small amounts
of stretch into many programs
while retaining great aesthetic
and a UPF 50+ rating.”
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The North Face: Versitas Hoodie is a
training hoodie with media compatibility and
secure pocketing. MSRP $99.

outdoorinsightmag.com

LYCRA® is a trademark of INVISTA. © INVISTA 2016.

Keep moving with LYCRA® SPORT fabric.
It combines the proven stretch technology
of LYCRA® ﬁber with demanding testing
standards that measure fabric performance
by comfort, power and energy levels.
LYCRA® SPORT fabric is scientiﬁcally
engineered to deliver exceptional comfort,
ﬁt and support for activewear garments.

connect.LYCRA.com

To learn more, contact Gary Lucier
(Gary.R.Lucier@INVISTA.com) or Melissa
McGlynn (Melissa.A.McGlynn@INVISTA.com).
Or visit booth #39213 at the Outdoor Retailer
Summer Market, Salt Lake City, Aug. 3-6, 2016.

TECH APPAREL

Fit.
This is a detail consumers
can’t live without.
Make it fit.
Comfort.
Performance properties
are now a given and fit and
feel take precedence.
Versatility.
Can the garment be
worn anywhere anytime?
Almost? OK, then.

we’re sculpting a skin-fit hood that fits and moves with
the athlete optimally. Running consumers are often early
technology adopters, and we’re constantly exploring how
tech can improve our apparel.”
And there is an increasing focus on comfort. “Raglan sleeves,
for example, remove underarm and shoulder seams,” says
Cuffe. “Must-haves across Smartwool’s run-ready apparel
include flatlock seams, body-mapped mesh, reflective hits,
and thoughtfully placed pockets. Hoodies are an essential
piece of the trail runner and hiker’s gear arsenal.”
An integral part of cold-weather technical apparel, hoods
are becoming a four-season feature. “We have a good
variety of features which allows our dealers and the end
consumer to choose styles based on their preferences,”

says Tomasino. “Typically, our hoods are minimal and will
have a very simple rollback option for added versatility,
pockets, if needed are positioned out of the way and at
angles where movement while running will be minimized.”
Says Pew, “Hood design was a feature that our product
testers believed was an area that could be improved upon.
Getting the hood to stay in place and maintain a protective
shape while the runner is moving is a design challenge.
You simply can’t take a normal hood design and apply it
to a running piece. The fit needs to be much more snug
while allowing for a dynamic range of motion. We got rid
of any elastic hood adjustments that would bounce while
underway, and we designed an exaggerated hood brim that
forms a nice visor to block rain or sun.” l

ExOfficio: Sol Cool Hoody offers
cooling and sun protection
built into a performance, yet
understated hoody. MSRP $90.

Outdoor Research: Athena Wrap
Top is a lightweight, flowy piece
constructed with Drirelease fabric
anti-odor control. MSRP $65.

ExOfficio: Women’s
BugsAway Sol Cool
Pant is a woven
jogger pant that
combines sun, heat
and insect protection.
MSRP $100.

The North Face: Flight Series
Warp Tank is an athletic, fitted
performance piece that uses
engineered knits. MSRP $100.

Outdoor Research: Baja Long
Sleeve Sun Shirt features 50 UPF
sun protection. It is beathable and
stretchy. MSRP $85.
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Smartwool: Women’s Merino 150
Baselayer Pattern Tank, made with
lightweight Merino jersey fabric.
MSRP $65.

Ibex: Videria Tank, made with a
new fabric from Ibex that is light
and breathable. Available in three
shirts for women. MSRP $65.
outdoorinsightmag.com

Wear More.Wash
More. Wash Less

®

Polygiene Odor Control Technology

“It’s a silver salt fabric treatment that prevents
your gear, like the multi-sport R1 Hoody
[Patagonia], from stinking so you do not have
to wash it as much. That extends the lifespan
and shrinks the environmental impact (and
simply keeps you from stinking). Triple win.”
— GrindTV by Heather Hansman, March 2016

GOOD FOR THE PLANET · GOOD FOR THE CONSUMER · GOOD FOR YOUR BRAND
Polygiene Odor Control Technology is a durable, effective and sustainable textile treatment that uses naturally
occurring silver salt to stop the growth of odor-causing bacteria. The result? You can wear more and wash less.

A CLIMATE-SMART APPROACH
Up to 2/3 of a garment’s environmental impact occurs during consumer use—Polygiene’s unique odor-control
technology allows users to wear garments longer, cutting down on the water and energy use associated with
washing and drastically reducing the garment’s carbon footprint.

2/3
MEET US AT
ORSM 2016
BOOTH 40051
polygiene.com
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he big driver in textile innovation
for Spring 2017 is performance
lifestyle.
While not ground-breaking
news, seeing as outdoor lifestyle
has been a predominate trend in the marketplace for a while, what is important right now
is how the latest fabrics take functionality and
comfort to a whole new level. Today’s textiles
wick faster, feel softer, and protect better than
ever before. And these qualities are critical to
contemporary consumers who want products that
transition effortlessly from athletic endeavors to
leisure activities without missing a beat.
How is this being achieved? Textile suppliers are upping their game in a number of ways.
Technology plays a key role, and fabrics are
being engineered using advanced methods that
weren’t even on the drawing board a few years
ago. But don’t discount the significance of
aesthetics in textile innovation. Product development nowadays is focused on improving the
hand/feel of the fabric, the drape of the textile,
and of course the eye appeal – color and texture
are major considerations in textile development.
What’s also new is an acceptance of both natural and man-made materials. Synthetics are no
longer just for fitness clothes, but increasingly
for casual wear with a fashion-forward approach.
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As you walk the aisles at
Outdoor Retailer previewing
Spring ’17 product a good
question to keep in mind is:
“Is this sustainably made?”
Similarly, natural fibers are being tuned for performance and developed as adrenaline-worthy
for workouts. Spring ‘17 collections show off
this trend beautifully with fabrics that feel good
and perform well as 100 percent natural or 100
percent synthetic products, or even more so in
blended combinations.
Another area strong for the season ahead is
sustainability. There continue to be significant
strides made on the eco front, with chemical
management a primary element of improvement
in recent seasons, so much so that the latest
chemical-free textile products now go toe-totoe with high-tech goods. With environmental
responsibility high on consumers’ purchasing
radar, outdoor brands are more concerned about
the chemicals, raw materials and manufacturing standards are used in new styles of apparel

and footwear. As you walk the aisles at Outdoor
Retailer previewing Spring ’17 product a good
question to keep in mind is: “Is this sustainably
made?”
Textiles that protect against the elements have
long been a hot topic in performance textiles, but
this category has a few new twists for 2017. The
Zika virus has become a global health threat this
year with protection against mosquito-borne diseases gaining international attention this summer
with the Brazil Olympic Games right around
the corner. Textile companies are addressing
the Zika issue with technologies designed to
meet this problem head on. Insect Shield and
Burlington are leaders in this area; both will be
at Outdoor Retailer.
Protection properties extend beyond insect
repellency for the season ahead. Higher levels of
UV protection, advanced odor-control technologies and new offerings of lightweight waterproof/
breathables are all re-setting the bar in terms of
comfort and performance.
The companies highlighted on the following
pages target all these trends in new and improved
products for apparel and footwear. From outerwear to underwear, and technical footwear to
casual sandals, Spring ’17 looks to be a season of
sophisticated textiles fit for consumers’ everyday
performance lifestyle wardrobes.

outdoorinsightmag.com

DECONSTRUCTING TEXTILES

SPRING ’17:

PERFORMANCE:

3 Trends To Watch

5 Essential Features

The latest looks are fully-loaded with functional features and value-added benefits and that’s
great! Yet keeping track of all these performance properties tends to be overwhelming—even for
textile techies in the crowd. To help all the non-experts understand textile market direction, here,
in a nutshell, are three important trends for the season ahead:

1

2

Durable, Versatile
Fabrics Engineered To
Go The Distance For
Any Adventure.

Lightweight
Functionality
In Soft, GoodLooking Textiles.

3

Responsibly Made
Materials With Unique
Looks And Performance
Attributes.

Can you say “lifestyle?” Textile suppliers certainly can
because that phrase fits the latest warm-weather fabric
innovations to a “T.” Here are a handful of other
buzzwords that are sure to come up in conversations
with fabric makers and outdoor brands when talking
textiles for Spring ’17:

1. Cooling
2. Stretch
3. Breathability
4. Chem-free
5. Durability

Tested & Proven

“.....We were probably the only team out there in
the World Championships that did not come back
looking like we had the measles from mosquito
bites…. we slept soundly in the middle of mosquito
infested jungles with nothing but the clothes with
Insect Shield® we had on.....”
– Jason Magness, Team Yoga Slackers
Adventure Racing World Championships

Look for Insect Shield products from these trusted brands

600km’s through Brazil’s Pantanal region
– the world’s largest tropical wetland
Photo by: Alexandre Cappi

Corporate Logo

Brand Logos
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Made from nature to stand up to the elements.
Introducing Teflon EcoElite™. The first renewably sourced, durable water repellent finish. It’s up to
three times more durable than existing non-fluorinated repellents and delivers peak performance
on cottons, synthetics and blends. To protect your performance fabrics, turn to the finish that’s
sourced from nature.

Discover more at teflon.com/outdoorinsight

© 2016 The Chemours Company FC, LLC. Teflon EcoElite™ and any associated logos are trademarks
or copyrights of The Chemours Company FC, LLC. Chemours™ and the Chemours Logo are trademarks
of The Chemours Company. The USDA Certified Biobased Product label is a registered trademark. The
USDA Certified Biobased Product label is a certification mark of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
The bluesign logo and bluesign are registered trademarks of bluesign technologies ag.
®

®

DECONSTRUCTING TEXTILES

A Packcloth Primer

T

oday’s outdoor backpack
market reaches from peak
to street, and thus uses a
wide spectrum of textiles.
We tend to not think much about
these long-haul fabrics. After all, we
don’t wear packs like we do clothing,
there’s very little care involved, and
except for just holding-it-all-together,
our expectations regarding backpack
fabrication are pretty low. There are
however, some important differences
in pack fabrics. Here are just a few:
Nylon is the dominant pack
and bag fabric by far. The widely
available base materials and broad,
worldwide use of nylon fabrics result
in the many different constructions
and textures available. Cordura is the
most recognized branded nylon fabric
5-5-8"X5-7-8"-洪上媛.pdf 1 15/12/7
in the market. Cordura
is made from

a special type of nylon called nylon
6/6, also known as high tenacity
nylon. Nylon 6/6 is better than its
cheaper cousin, old fashion nylon 6,
and for this reason it is almost always
called out in a product description.
Taslan nylon is a term that refers
to an air treatment of the fibers done
in the early stages of processing. The
result is two-fold: a furry, cottonlike hand and increased abrasion
resistance. Taslanized fabrics feel and
act more like traditional natural fiber
broadcloths and are often referred to
as synthetic canvas.
Fabric names are often a number
followed by a large “D” which stands
for denier. Denier is a measurement
of mass, so a bigger number means a
bigger fabric yarn, i.e. a 1000D nylon
下午2:14
fabric is made from yarns that are

about twice the size and weight of the
yarns in 420D nylon packcloth.
The other major metric affecting
durability is density, or thread count.
This number describes how many
yarns there are in a given area and is
often seen as a capital “T.” A 210T
nylon has about 210 yarns in a square
inch of fabric.
Just remember:
Denier + Density = Strength.
Polyester fabrics are also used in
pack production, although mostly
in lower-end bags and luggage.
Polyester fiber is less expensive than
nylon fiber, and comparing denier to
denier it has about the same strength.
However, polyester yarn is much
less dense than nylon, so polyester
fibers are bigger per denier than

C
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MY

CY

CMY

nylon fibers and can’t be woven as
fine. Nylon is preferred to polyester
because of this difference; nylon
fabrics can be woven much tighter
than polyester by denier.
Polyester, however, is significantly
more resistant to UV degradation
and sun-rot and thus is used
universally in things like boat covers
and patio umbrellas. Polyester can
also be easily printed; those fancy
printed book bags and camp chairs
are always made out of polyester.
Both nylon and polyester fabrics
can be finished on the backside
with polyurethane or (cheaper)
acrylic coatings to make them water
resistant. The coatings also help
hold the weave together and keep
dirt from getting into the fabric and
wearing it out. Quality coatings
prolong a pack’s life more than you
might think.
Modern hybrid pack fabrics are
made from multiple layers laminated
together and are waterproof without
coatings. Coming from companies
like Dyneema Composites and
Dimension Polyant, the fabrics
are a combination of light woven
fabrics, reinforcement strands
and membranes. The pieces are
laminated together with the end goal
of being the lightest, strongest, and
most dimensionally stable textile
possible. That makes sense since
the testing ground for these new
component fabric technologies is
racing yacht sails. It just so happens
the same kind of fabric makes for
great lightweight backpacks. —Kurt
Gray

K

Highlights of TITAS 2015
• Largest ever show scale and record-high visits - 370 exhibitors from 10 nations and regions with 790 booths and
over 34,000 visits by professional buyers.
• Keep focusing on Innovation –TITAS is the annual stage to showcase latest innovative developments from Taiwan.
• Efficient one-stop shop – Including fibers, yarns, fabrics, trimmings, accessories, ready-to-wear technologies, and
textile machinery.
Ad by Bureau of Foreign Trade
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Disclaimer: Mr. Gray has carried
daypacks, backpacks, rucksacks,
knapsacks and klettersacks and
really can’t tell the difference
between any of them. Naturally the
publisher reserves judgment when
discussing his views. Send a note
simplygraydesign@gmail.com or
see full color photos: Instagram @
simplygraydesign

Implemented by TTF.
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Beards. Brews.
Buffalo Check.

Skip the iron with easy-care fabrics.
This is bar life made easy.

What will our fabric do for you?
OUTDOOR RETAILER | MR#150A
Burlington 1923

@burlington1923

|

336.379.6220 |

www.burlington.com

DECONSTRUCTING TEXTILES

OrthoLite: A Comfortable Solution

OrthoLite: The Difference Inside

OrthoLite, the leading manufacturer of breathable,
moisture-wicking, anti-microbial insoles, is known
for the comfort it adds to footwear. These days,
with its new recovery foam, visible technology and
custom formulations, OrthoLite also is bringing
comfort to footwear brands and retailers looking to
step up to the challenges in the marketplace.
“With the painful retail
market right now, brands
are looking to create a point
of differentiation. They are
looking to upgrade their product and tell a unique story
without spending a lot. Our
product is the least expensive way to upgrade the shoe
Pam Gelsomini,
and add all this performance
President
and comfort for very little
money,” says OrthoLite president Pam Gelsomini.
And at a time when consumers are cutting back on
purchases, OrthoLite gives them a reason to buy.
Rest & Recovery

OrthoLite’s new R&R foam (it’s so new, the name
hasn’t been finalized yet, but will be something
close to “rest and recovery”) is one way footwear
brands can trade up.
“Recovery is a buzzword in the industry right
now. It’s what people are wearing after their
activity, like ‘apres-sport,’ if you will. All the
brands are creating shoes that specifically meet
that rest and recovery and relaxation time story,”
Gelsomini says.
OrthoLite’s R&R foam, with its “gooshy,
gooey, sinking-in feel,” measures 15 on the Asker
C scale and is a softer version of OrthoLite’s
X-40 foams, which come in at harder 25 and
35 values. R&R foam can be used as die-cut or
molded. Because of its softness, can be applied
on top of one of OrthoLite’s other formulations.
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And since it has the same inherent qualities as
other OrthoLite foams, R&R keeps feet cool, dry
and healthy.
Visible Technology

Another buzzword in the industry is visible
technology, which offers footwear brands a way
to stand out on the retail wall and gives consumers
a reason to pick up a shoe and try it on for size.
Once again, OrthoLite foams are on the forefront of
this trend. OrthoLite 3D Skive and 3D Skive Wave
technology inspires consumers to run their fingers
along the ridges and bumps on the insole. And the
recycled foam pieces used in OrthoLite’s patchwork
product offers a vibrant and colorful insole that
grabs the eye with a pop of color or pattern.
“Once they are drawn to it and try it on, we know
they are going to want it because there is such a high
level of comfort. So the idea is to get them to pick it
up and look at it,” Gelsomini says.
Comfort & Customization

OrthoLite is all about comfort -- that “ahhhh”
factor that consumers feel when they step onto its
insoles -- and because the insoles don’t break down
or compress, that feeling keeps them coming back for
more. “Putting OrthoLite into the product is a way
to sell the product initially but also a way to create
a loyal, return customer who is going to buy another
pair of shoes because they are the most comfortable
shoes they have ever owned,” Gelsomini says.
With wholly owned factories in China, Vietnam
and Indonesia, OrthoLite creates its foam formulations in-house. OrthoLite offers more than 20
formulations for footwear manufacturers looking to
distinguish their brands from the competition. “They
can mix and match and really create a unique story for
their brand or product with something special inside
their shoe. It’s the secret inside,” says Gelsomini. And
it’s the secret to their success. l
For more information, go to www.OrthoLite.com

ADVERTISEMENT

60% of Consumers
view insoles as the most critical
component in driving their
purchase of a pair of footwear.

Importance of Insoles by Shoe Type:

86% 67% 63%
Athletic Shoes

Casual Shoes

Dress Shoes

70% 91%

OrthoLite’s share,
leading the
open-cell foam
insole market.

of consumers
purchase their
athletic shoes
based on comfort.

*Source: 2016 Parthenon Report

Consumers perceive
the quality of the insole as a
proxie for the quality of the shoe.

OrthoLite will showcase R&R foam at the
Northwest and Northeast Footwear Apparel and
Material Shows at the end of August and beginning
of September. Depending on development
timelines, R&R foam will hit retail shelves either
fall/winter 17 or spring/summer 18.

outdoorinsightmag.com

It’s What’s Inside...

ortholite.com

ADVERTISEMENT

RAMTECT USAmerino
wOOL InSULATIOn
™

The new uniquely creative product
and technology selected by the writers at
Backpackgeartest.org at Summer OR 2016

Ramtect™ patent pending USA wool insulation
Climashield new lamishield™ composite insulation
Burlington Mills MERInO FX™ blended merino technologies worsted woven wool

Contact: Doug Hoschek
Ramtect™
OR booth # 62047
djhoschek@hotmail.com
503-929-4222
RamtectTM is a registered trademark of Hobbs Bonded Fibers.

ADVERTISEMENT

KEEP YOUR MICRO CLIMATE DRY
THE TRANSFORMATION TO BIO BASED OUTDOOR TEXTILE PRODUCTS & THEIR RELATED BENEFITS
wool Fiber Returns as the
Outdoor Superior Insulation
Learn about the special message shown here
from the USA domesticated sheep fleece
fiber now merino wool super washed wool
that challenges synthetic micro fibers in
technical performance for superior rights to
a drier micro climate environment within your
outdoor layering system. Professionally tested
in science and research studies without any
marketing agendas.

Pictured all
around us,
permafrost
has stayed
frozen for
thousands of
years locking
up carbon that
is more than
double what
is currently in
the Earth’s atmosphere. We
have migrated
as wild sheep
globally and as
domesticated
sheep been
raised and
praised for
our wool since
6000 BC.

Ovis Ammon

Ovis Aries Orientalis

Synthetics
produce
negligible heat
of sorption
because they
aren’t able
to absorb as
much moisture
as merino.

In addition, unlike smooth synthetic fibers, the
scales on the surface of the merino fibers help keep
the fibers apart. The increases the surface area
available to resist the passage of air through the
fabric, and so helps explain its insulation
capacity.
environment

second
layer
wool batting

DIRECT RELATIONSHIP TO THICKNESS
Furthermore, studies have shown that the insulation
provided by a fabric bears a direct relationship to the
thickness of the fabric.

environment

second
layer
wool batting

environment environment

second
second
layer
layer
wool batting wool batting

Ovis Dalli

Heat of sorption (energy release in KJ)140

Bio Based Outdoor Textile
160
Products & Their
Related Benefits160
140
140
Requirements
state, 97% renewable
120
120
Heat
of sorption
Heat of sorption
bio based ingredients
bio
based
goods
100
100
of
wool
and other
of wool and other
80
composed in whole or significant
80 part from
synthetic fibers synthetic fibers
60
agriculture, forestry or marine60 products.
40
40
A USDA news20release June 17, 2015.
Ovis Aries Aries
20
Domesticated Sheep
No. 0175.15 0Reports: U.S. Bio
Based
0
Wool
Nylon
Polyester Nylon
Polyester
Products Industry Contributes $369Wool
billion
and 4 million jobs to the American Economy.
When wool
absorbs
moisture,
it produces
a rise
temperature
known as
heat of
sorption.

Ovis Nicola

Ovis Canadensis

Heat of sorption (energy release in KJ)140

Heat of sorption (energy release in KJ)140

Wool insulated garments conditioned
(equilibrated) to a drier indoor environment
immediately begin producing heat. Thus
you enter the changing cooler environment
warm to get started. Buffering you against
the sudden temperature drops during your
outdoor experience and activity. Your own
personal micro climate just above your
skin works with wool fiber insulation like
those found on domestic sheep wool fleece
fibers. (see charts below)

Ovis Ammon Vignei

Heat produced by
sorption shown in the
chart is the equivalent to
heat output of an electric
blanket over 8 hours and
the effect occurs quite
quickly typically in the
first 2-5 minutes.

160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Wool

Nylon

Polyester

Then heat decreases until
moisture content of wool
reaches equilibrium with
higher relative humidity
of the atmosphere

Learn about merino wool’s superior moisture management of sweat,
first
first
first
first
keeping layer
your personal
micro
climate
drier than any other insulation fiber.
layer
layer
layer
shirt
shirt
shirt
shirt
Bio Based Textile Ingredients HOBBS BONDED FIBERS (OR booth # 62047)
skin

skin

skin

skin

FOOTWEAR TRENDS
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Sandals
are on-trend.
Lightweight hikers
are in demand.
Price points
are inching up at
specialty.

A focus on color is
evident in new styles
from OluKai.
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utdoor retailers are going higher for
Spring ’17, looking for higher price
points, higher fashion and higher levels
of service and support from their vendor
partners.
That’s the message from shops surveyed by Outdoor Insight in the leadup to August’s Outdoor Retailer Summer Market in Salt
Lake City. Store buyers also hailed strength in sandals and
lightweight shoes and boots for the trail, saying they would
go deeper in those categories.
“For hiking boots, our numbers are up double digits yearover-year,” says Frank Gibbons, buyer for the Brattleboro,
VT-based Sam’s Outdoor Outfitters chain.
Melissa Cherbas, footwear buyer for Corvallis, OR-based
Peak Sports, says lighter weight boots such as the Oboz
Sawtooth have performed well, and that shoes with wide
toeboxes like Altra and Topo Athletic, both newer brands
for the store, are critical.
At Indianapolis’ Rusted Moon Outfitters, GM Ron Lewis
says “done in a day” shoes, more exclusive brands and
better flip-flops are what’s driving business — and where
he’s looking to add for Spring ’17. OluKai, Chaco and
Lowa are all having strong seasons and exemplify those
categories. “All three represent better than the average,
and I look to see all three get even better,” he says.
For spring, Lewis says he’d be diversifying his buys within
the Chaco and OluKai lines, but that he is looking to add
more impact players in the premium hike and trail space.
“I’m going to go less deep but with more brands,” he says.
“The selection consumers can find online has never been
broader, and I’ll never match that, but it’s important at our
level of specialty that the wall be diverse.”
Lexi Wornson, buyer at Des Moines, IA-based Back
Country, agrees: Keeping excitement on the wall is critical.
“For us as a specialty retailer, those are things that can
set us apart,” she says. “When you have something on the
wall that no one was expecting, it can be an impulse buy.
Your consumers come in more open minded and excited
about their purchase.”
For Wornson, that means adding more styles in bold
colors for Spring ’17, as well as dressier looks and feminine
styles.
“Wedges continue to be strong,” she says. “You can
wear them on the grass at a music festival without falling
down,” she says. “I just don’t see that going anywhere. The
practically is there.”
Peak Sports’ Cherbas says OluKai’s Nohea Mesh shoe
was a great example of stylish shoes that work.
“I was reordering that thing every single week. I even
extended my size run to go from 8 to 14,” she says. “It’s
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just insanely comfortable — all the guys at the shop bought
themselves a pair. It’s a casual shoe that looks nice and all
mesh means no swamp foot for summer.”
But even more than style trends was service: retailer after
retailer says that for Spring ’17 they will be looking to give
their sales dollars to brands that support the independent
brick-and-mortar channel.
“We feel like we’re become a fitting service for the internet
business and we’re figuring out how to react,” Gary Branges,
manager of Peace Surplus in Flagstaff, AZ, says. “But we’re
seeing very little support out of the manufacturers. I don’t
have an answer, either, but I’m not willing to carry $150,000
in inventory to be a fitting service.”
The store will be cutting back on SKUs from a number of
vendors and taking their chances with weekly reorders, as
well as cutting back on the sizes it carries he says. Branges
estimates the store could maintain 80 percent of its sales
and cut inventory costs by 20 to 25 percent by cutting
down on the least-bought sizes.
He’s also looking to orient the footwear wall toward the
higher-priced and more exclusive brands.
“We’re backing out of the more pricepoint product that
can be found at competitors and widely online,” he says.
Brands such as Lowa and especially Oboz are standouts,
he says.
“[Oboz is] a very brick-and-mortar friendly operation.
[Founder John Connolly] looks out for us, from a company
standpoint. They’ve been our number two line and they
could move into number one.”
Rusted Moon’s Lewis says smaller players are key to
keeping shoppers coming in store. “Frankly, what pisses
me off is that our stoutest competition in footwear is the
brands themselves: Once we’ve made someone a customer
of Brand X, the follow-up sale is going to come the from the
brand itself,” he says.
Lewis says he will continue to book the key front-door
models, but will focus on the smaller brands to make the
assortment unique.
“That’s where my smaller players are coming to the table,
the more brick-and-mortar-focused brands,” he says.
Jake Crowe, buyer at Okemos, MI-based Playmakers, says
supporting the brands that support specialty is critical, for
both the store’s outdoor/casual and running business.
“It’s not like we won’t buy something from Nike or
someone who’s not as involved in run specialty,” he says.
“But if they’re showing that they support the channel, we’re
probably going to side with them a little more on this shoe
versus that shoe. And we consider [brands that show at]
Grassroots Outdoor Alliance as specialty: we’ll still bring in
a style if we like the shoe, but we’ll side with a Grassroots
brand.” — Jennifer Ernst Beaudry l
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SEE THE MINNETONKA 2017 SPRING/SUMMER COLLECTION
Contact MIKE WEBER at Mike.Weber@minnetonkamocc.com | 425.992.6970
or ROD FREER at Rod.Freer@minnetonkamocc.com | 630.579.1393
to make an appointment or stop by BOOTH #32121 at Outdoor Retailer
minnetonkamoccasin.com

FOOTWEAR TRENDS

The North Face
Basecamp Bridgeton Braid Slingback
MSRP $75

Bearpaw Layla
MSRP $49.99

Chaco Sydney
MSRP $125

Superfeet Verde
MSRP $130

Minnetonka Pacific

Keen Newport ATV

Salewa

Bearpaw Claire

MSRP $59.95

MSRP $110

Wander Hiker

MSRP $39.99

Khombu Coyote

Teva Arrowood

Lowa Lyxa GTX

Topo

MSRP $69.99

MSRP $100

MSRP $260

Terraventure

Wolverine Dylan Moto Boot

Merrell Burnt Rock Mid

Inov-8

Wolverine Jetstream

MSRP $400

MSRP $120

Roclite 325

MSRP $90-$95
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THE COLORFUL SORA IS EASY, BREEZY AND ANYTHING BUT BASIC

ALL TERRA TRACTION™

Outdoor Retailer
August 03-06, 2016
Booth # 30163W

Las Vegas Renaissance Hotel
August 15-17, 2016
Grand Ballroom I

WATER READY™

VEGAN FRIENDLY

Atlanta Shoe Market
August 20-22, 2016
Booth # 100-101

COOLING AIR VENTS

Surf Expo
September 08-10, 2016
Booth # 3424

HYDRATION

Refreshing Options
1. Amphipod’s Hydraform
Ergo Minimalist combines the
slosh minimizing Hydraform
bottle with comfortable
Thumb-lock strap tech.
MSRP from $21.95.
2. Amphipod’s Hydraform
Ergo-Lite Ultra delivers the
Hydraform fit and feel, fully
insulated handheld hydration
with maximum storage.
MSRP from $28.
3. Osprey’s Duro handheld
has a soft flask included. It is
ultra-light and minimalist and
designed for carrying on a
trail or road run. MSRP $30.
1

2

3

4. Nathan’s VaporAiress is
designed specifically to fit
a woman’s body, offering
a balance of storage
capacity, functionality, and
weight for every level of
athlete. MSRP $150.
5. Ultimate Direction’s
AK Mountain Vest 3.0,
designed by ultra runner
Anton Krupicka, features
double bottle holders
securely strapped to
the front and a trekking
pole holder. MSRP $150.

4

5

6

6. Ultimate Direction’s
Adventure Vesta offers
extensive front storage.
MSRP $149.95.

7. Nathan’s Fireball is an ultralightweight vest designed for
the long-distance runner who
doesn’t want a lot of bulk.
MSRP $100.
8. Osprey’s Duro 15 vest
pack offers stability and
comfort for trail adventures
and “unsupported” races.
The hydraulics reservoir has
a sternum magnet included.
MSRP $140.

7
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8

9

9. Camelbak’s Ultra Pro Vest
has a streamlined design.
It is ideal for ultra-runners.
Equipped with two Quick
Stow flasks. MSRP from $120.

outdoorinsightmag.com
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In recent seasons, trail running footwear brands have introduced models along a continuum of cushioning.
From minimal to maximal, runners have found a cushioning approach that works for a range of trail environments, distances, race paces and body types. Without pledging allegiance to one cushioning philosophy or
another, runners are purchasing multiple pairs of shoes.
“We’re finding more and more that consumers, quite frankly, want it all. They want all of the benefits of a
minimalist shoe (lightweight, agility, connection to terrain) as well as all of the benefits of a max cushioning shoe (protection and comfort),” says Shaun Bohnsack, category business director for performance
footwear at Merrell. “What’s coming next are innovations that seek to find the sweet spot between barefoot and max cushion, and it’s something Merrell is ahead of with the launch of our new and proven
FLEXconnect technology system for Spring 2017.”
From the consumer’s perspective, there’s likely a bit of fatigue when it comes to the minimal and
maximal conversations. “They are looking for the best of both those worlds had to offer,” says Andrew
Conley, product lead at Hoka One One. “We offer comfort with cushion and protection, but it doesn’t
come with stiffness and weight. If you can provide that combination by definition you are building
a versatile shoe that covers a lot of terrain.”
Adds Conley, “Early adopters at the more competitive end of the trail running spectrum are
running longer and longer distances. Having something that offers them protection with the
benefit of not carrying a lot of ounces on their feet is huge for them.”
The crowded trail shoe market is getting a new player. Arc’teryx is introducing the brand’s
first trail running shoe, the Norvan VT, and it has a definite point of view. “We believe in a
minimalistic approach with construction, material usage, and cushion without sacrificing
comfort, support, or durability,” says Greg Grenzke, design manager, Ascent and footwear
at Arc’Teryx.
The minimalist and maximalist footwear movements have shaped trail shoes in ways
beyond how much cushioning is under foot. “Lighter weight uppers, minimal heel counters
and really asking what is needed in a trail shoe are great outcomes of minimalism,” says
Mike Thompson, global footwear category manager at Pearl Izumi. “Providing adequate
cushioning and protection while delivering a plush underfoot experience is a positive
result of maximalism and a benefit to the trail runner. Lighter weight shoes that still
have a connection to the trail but provide cushioning for running hours on end will
define trail shoes in the near future.”
Brands are offering technologies that can deliver whatever experience a trail
runner wants. “By combining the more shoe/less shoe description with ‘explore’
or ‘attack’ the trail, we’ve named the combination of those experiences. We’re
calling that Cushion, Connect, Energize and Speed and we are starting to build
shoes against each of those for the trail,” says Jena Winger, associate footwear
product line manager at Brooks.
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Swiss running footwear brand On is launching a new running apparel line.

TRAIL RUNNING
A Quiver of Comfort and Performance
“We’ve seen the trend swinging away from minimalism for the last few
seasons and that trend is continuing. The trend towards lighter materials,
shoes that breathe better, and brighter colors are all in play,” says Jonathan
Lantz, president of La Sportiva NA.
Scarpa sees room for a middle ground between minimal and maximal. “The
pendulum has definitely swung back from the minimal trend of past years to
the new middle ground of 4-8mm drop in trail running. Maximal is surging
right now, though many, including Scarpa, feel that high stack height is fine
for the road, or mellow, well-groomed trails, it can create issues on really

rugged or technical trails where foot placement and agility are key. Hybrid
is becoming more important in the mountain regions, where we are seeing
more customers looking for a shoe that you can both run trails in but also
push into more technical scrambling with sticky rubber,” says Mark Mathews,
director of summer product development for Scarpa North America.
The “collision of trends” has both max and minimalism finding traction
in the trail subculture. “Many enjoy a combination of the two, or rotation
of under-foot experiences day to day. Protection with weight reduction is
always a focus of ours,” says Claire Wood, senior product manager at New
Balance. l

Altra: With Polartec Neoshell the Lone Peak 3
neoshell low cut is a waterproof trail shoe that
sheds water/snow/slush/mud. MSRP $150.

New Balance: The Fresh Foam Hierrov2 trail runner
combines ultra-plush cushioning, a glove-like fit
and improved stability. MSRP $124.95.

Inov-8: The RocLite 305 GTX is designed for multiterrain running. Offers climate comfort for the feet.
Has claw-shaped cleats on the sole.

Hoka One One: The Clayton has a softer heel for
cushioning and a firmer forefoot for propulsion.
MSRP $150.

Under Armour: The Horizon FKT trail runner is
designed for speed. Ultra light and durable featuring

Pearl Izumi: The Trail N2 v3 is designed for ultra-run
comfort and control. The shoe is built to tackle the
most treacherous terrain. MSRP $125.

La Sportiva: The Akyra is a stable, structured
mountain running shoe. Aggressive lugs and Trail
Bite heel provide all-terrain traction. MSRP $140.

a translucent ripstop upper. MSRP $129.99.

Altra: A major redesign of the Lone Peak 3 features
a new overlay design on the upper to reduce
intrusion from dirt, sand, rocks. MSRP $120.

Hoka One One: The Speed Instinct has a soft
heel density that transitions into a firmer, more
responsive forefoot. MSRP $130.

A Rainbow of Colors

What’s the Color Story for Trail Running at the Moment?
“The color palette seems to be coming
back a little bit from the ultrabright
neons to a mix of rich, saturated colors
that are less bright, and solid, more
subdued base colors,” says Mathews.
Color trends for trail running footwear are often a “channel play,” says
Hildebrand. “Online retailers and run
specialty, to a lesser extent, are willing
to gamble inventory with a bold color
play and they attract consumers that
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are perhaps road runners, who are
going to be more conditioned to bright
colorways. The outdoor specialty
consumer, on the other hand, is usually going to be a little more subdued
in color choices, selecting earth tone
colorways more traditionally found in
that channel.”
“We’re seeing more tonal and earthy
colors, but they’re still attention-getting
in their own right. The sophisticated

trail running customer wants something that is slightly toned down but
not boring. The approach to color palettes for trail are a little more sophisticated without being loud and in your
face,” says Conley.
Notes Anderson, “Ultrabright neons
will always be important on race day,
but we anticipate a new generation to
shy away from the bold, high-contrast
color that’s seemingly formulaic today.

We anticipate the more modern,
monochromatic neutral color story
that’s a staple in the fashion space
may begin to trickle down to the trail.”
“A trend that we are seeing is gender-neutrality, products with genderneutral construction and color palettes,” says Bohnsack. “We still offer
neutral trail colors, but with seasonal
pops of color that change year to year
based on trend.” l
outdoorinsightmag.com

Make molehills
Out of mountains.
POWERED BY

SECURE FIT

N ATUR A L FLE X

SERIOUS GRIP

HYPERLOCK™ HEEL FOR SECURITY
DURING DESCENTS AND SHARP TURNS

DUAL-DIRECTIONAL FLEX GROOVES IN
THE MIDSOLE FOR AGILITY AND STABILITY

STICKY, SKELETON-LIKE LUGS
FOR SUPERIOR TRACTION

TRAIL RUNNING

Brooks: The Caldera is equipped with a sticky
rubber outsole, lugs that allow the shoe to flex and
have ample ground protection. MSRP $140.

Merrell: The Agility collection balances connection
to the terrain and protection from it. FLEXconnect
platform flexes and protects. MSRP $130.

The North Face: The Endurus TR features a high
traction Vibram outsole, supportive midfoot cage and
soft, comfortable XtraFoam midsole. MSRP $130.

Salomon: The XA Enduro is built to equip the growing
number of alpine running athletes who demand
protection, comfort and trail feel. MSRP $160.

Arc’Teryx: The Norvan VT delivers scrambling ability
and durability with strategically-mapped outsole

Saucony: The Peregrine 7 is adaptable across any
terrain and has an ultra-grippy outsole as well as

compounds and lug geometries. MSRP $170.

EVERUN topsole cushion. MSRP $120.

Trail Runner’s Shopping List
Trail runners are becoming more vocal in demanding technical features that improve their running experiences. Wider toe boxes,
protection from rocks and roots, improved traction and even aesthetics are “must have” elements that influence purchase intent.
Higher, Faster, Longer
“In working hand-in-hand with our
own athlete team, we’ve found that
traction continues to rise to the top
as a pinnacle feature to address. In
some environments, say sky running,
specificity is extremely important and
our athlete team demands deep, aggressive, multi-directional lug design for
steep ascents and descents. In other
environments, say an ultra-distance
trail run, versatility is the name of the
game, as this runner encounters all
sorts of different, variable terrain.”
Patrick Anderson, senior product
manager footwear, The North Face
“On the consumer front, we’re
seeing outdoor athletes taking part in
activities that didn’t really exist three
or four years ago. Alpine running is a
great example — athletes like Kilian
Jornet and Stevie Kremer are leading the charge in the move to go
higher, lighter, faster in the mountains.
Consumers are following them and
demanding footwear that can protect
them on uneven terrain, without much
of a weight penalty. They’re asking for
design features like integrated gaiters.”
Jeff Larsen, VP–footwear for the
Americas, Salomon Footwear
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“In footwear fit is everything. You
can have the most innovative features
in the industry, but if the shoes do not
fit then the features are irrelevant. Our
primary focus is always fit and comfort.
For our trail running shoe, the Norvan
VT, our focus is on a feature set that
will allow you to push the limits in
vertical terrain with features commonly
found in approach/climbing shoes.”
Greg Grenzke, design manager,
Ascent and Footwear, Arc’Teryx
Traction and Protection
“The forefoot rock plate is essential
for any trail runner running on technical
terrain. It provides the needed protection to keep a runner’s feet from getting
pounded on. A well-designed outsole
is critical as well for a trail shoe. It
should have great mud clearance, grip
well on rocks, wet roots, etc. and provide traction while climbing and control
when descending. It gives a runner the
needed confidence to perform at their
best and not have to worry about the
terrain they are running on.”
Mike Thompson, global footwear
category manager, Pearl Izumi
“Finding the right blend of traction
and protection, while still delivering

the road running shoe feel underfoot
that cross-over customers are used
to, is the goal. If you meet this goal,
this is one of the most important
accomplishments in trail running
product development.”
Mark Mathews, director of summer
product development, Scarpa North
America.
“Grip is a key feature for trail consumers — making sure that the shoe
has the proper grip for the terrain, for
safe descending, for fast, sure-footed
climbing. Beyond grip, long-term
performance and fit are essential. With
distances increasing for non-elites,
consumers are demanding more and
more that footwear fits well at try on
and at mile 10, 20, 50 and beyond.”
Travis Hildebrand, run product
merchandising manager, Salomon
Footwear
“Trail running consumers consistently
need that toe box area that allows for
splay. Longer races result in unique
foot swelling that requires a different
kind of thinking and hyper-focus to that
area of the product. A foot can change
throughout a race, how are we designing this area for this runner and what

are our material choices?”
Claire Wood, senior product manager,
New Balance
Less is More
“There’s an understanding with
customers and the design community
that less is more. Excess overlays, the
thickness of overlays – design elements that are more ornamental rather
than purposeful – will be questioned.
They expect brands to be thinking
about the runner’s experience. If it’s not
a functional element of the upper or the
experience, they are fine without it. The
aesthetic that you will see with Hoka is
cleaner, lighter uppers.
Andrew Conley, product lead, Hoka
“Consumers are looking for clean
designs with clever and thoughtful
performance details that are subtle, not
flashy. We’re also finding the concept
of biomimicry is trending. You see this
with animalistic designs or designs
that mimic the look of insects, but we
thought it would be interesting to apply
it to human anatomy, replicating bones
and ligaments as design elements.”
Shaun Bohnsack, category
business director for performance
footwear, Merrell
outdoorinsightmag.com

#1 IN RUN

CALLING ALL RUNNERS!

Rob Krar

2x Ultra Runner of the Year (2013 & 2014)
2x Champion, Western States 100-Mile Endurance Run (2014 & 2015)

Does your store have a running customer? Then you know that
runners aren’t just runners. They’re backpackers, kayakers, skiers,
cyclists, and whatever else gets them outside. As the number one
provider of running essentials, Nathan offers the broadest range
of hydration, visibility, and performance gear solutions for people
who run. Your customers know Nathan. Do you?

RUN STRONGER.
RUN LONGER.
nathansports.com

#runlikewater
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Darn Tough

the Name
Says it All
“Our name came
from our struggle
for survival. It talks
to who we are.
We’re Darn Tough,
our socks are Darn
Tough. Put them
on and you’re Darn
Tough, too.”

By Mark Sullivan

What is in a name?
For Darn Tough, plenty.
In its journey to becoming a major player in the outdoor
hosiery category, the company battled back from the brink
of bankruptcy. It slashed staff, cut benefits and the father and
son who own the company had multiple mortgages on their
homes to keep the business afloat.
Today, Darn Tough is a thriving American business, producing about five million pair of socks annually out of its
Vermont factory. In the past year, the company has invested
in more than 100 new 168 fine gauge needle knitting machines
at a cost of $40,000 a pop, so its entire factory operates with
state-of-the-art Italian machines, each capable of making a
pair of socks every two minutes and 30 seconds.
The factory is running three shifts, five days a week and
employs nearly 200 people.
In a recent interview with the Boston Globe, president Ric
Cabot said the company is almost halfway toward its goal of
becoming a $100 million sock brand. And what may be most
remarkable is that all of this is happening 12 years after the
company almost shut its doors.
“Our name came from our struggle for survival,” Ric Cabot
said recently while showing off his facility. “It talks to who we
are. We’re Darn Tough, our socks are Darn Tough. Put them
on and you’re Darn Tough, too.”
Cabot joined his father, Marc, at Cabot Hosiery in 1989. At
that point the mill was a contract manufacturer making socks
for The Gap, Abercrombie & Fitch, J. Crew and other major
retailers. Business was good and in 1993 Ric bought out his
father’s partner and became a co-owner of Cabot Hosiery.
Within eight years, the bottom fell out of the business.
Retailers began pulling taking their sock programs offshore.
“It happened quickly,” Ric tells Outdoor Insight. “They said
meet this price or we’re gone, knowing full well we couldn’t
meet those prices.”
By 2003, Cabot Hosiery was in serious trouble. “At the low
point, maybe 2003 or 2004, we had pretty much defaulted on
our loans to the bank,” Ric told Success magazine in 2011.
“We’d be in meetings with the loan officers that would end
with them backing out of the conference room saying, ‘Please,
no more surprises.’ They expected us to declare Chapter 11
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minutes after we drove out of the parking lot.”
But the Cabots had other ideas. Rather than try and eke
out a living making socks they would sell for $2.50 a pair,
they decided to go upmarket. “We had to do something or
we would go out of business,” says Ric.
“We wanted to stay a knitting company and stay a familyowned business. We needed to create demand for who we
are and where we have been. At that time, the sock market
was not overly crowded and SmartWool was the only exciting
player out there.”
Cabot knew the way to do that was to develop a brand, so
with a skeleton crew working just three days a week, the mill
turned out 3500 pair of Darn Tough running socks, which it
gave away at the 2004 Vermont Marathon in Burlington.
“The comments we received via e-mail and in person told us
right away we were on to something,” Cabot says. “We knew
the product was good and the timing was right.”
Shortly after that, Cabot hired a sales manager, began
hiring independent reps and dealing with the challenges of
launching a brand. “We had a factory and could make socks,
but we had to build everything else from scratch. We went
from 10 customers and 30 SKUs to thousands of customers
and thousands of SKUs.”
Darn Tough had another asset, too. In addition to its catchy
brand name, Darn Tough had a story that began to resonate.
When the company gave away all those socks at the Vermont
Marathon, it offered something along with them: a lifetime
guarantee. If for any reason a Darn Tough sock wore out,
ripped or began to unravel, the company would replace it.
Cabot says only .001 of the approximately five million pairs
a year it makes come back and when they do, the company
examines them and figures out what went wrong.
The lifetime guarantee is an important part of the brand’s
no-nonsense, straight talking image. “We give the consumer
something they don’t expect. People come to us all the time
and say ‘What’s the gimmick? Where’s the fine print.’ But
there is none and that makes people feel good.”
Cabot and his team, led by director of design and development Lyn Feinson, who joined a year ago, also make sure
the socks feel good. Almost 90 percent of the brand’s line
is Merino wool and Cabot says the socks are designed and
manufactured around what he calls Maslow’s Hierarchy of
Needs for socks — comfort, durability and fit.
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Socks go through four separate quality control inspections before leaving the Darn Tough facility.

PROFILE
“Merino is versatile, strong and antimicrobial. It’s a hostile environment inside a shoe or boot. There is heat, cold, friction and bacteria
and we believe Merino works best there.”
The company has told its product story in painstaking detail, emphasizing “ribbed knit, ribbed ankle support, elastic arch support and ring
toe construction.” And it will continue to do so, emphasizing why it
believes its raw materials and manufacturing process allow it to make
great socks. “Consumers who never in their lives would spend $14 to
$20 on a sock are coming to us now. That’s incredibly gratifying.”
One year ago, Brian Brand joined Darn Tough as marketing manager,
with the mission to simultaneously develop the story and take it to a
broader audience. Brand is already working on maintaining consistent
brand guidelines and messaging across the different segments that are
important to Darn Tough: ski, outdoor and running. “Once consumers
understand the brand, they want to be a part of it,” Brand says.
Despite interest and encouragement to expand into gloves, hats and
apparel, Cabot says the brand plans to stick to knitting socks for now.
“Our value is in specializing. Our story is socks.” l
Marc Cabot and son Ric (right) had multiple mortgages on their homes when
Darn Tough went through tough times more than 10 years ago. Darn Tough
now employs about 200 people in its Vermont mill.
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INDUSTRY ROUNDTABLE

CONVERSATION

TRENDING TOPICS

STARTERS
FOR THE OUTDOOR RETAILER
SUMMER MARKET SHOW FLOOR
Chuck Milsaps,
Great Outdoor
Provision Company

“At the retail
level this has
given our staff a
great resource
to share with
customers
looking for
adventure ideas
close to home.”

By Lou Dzierzak. As the outdoor tribe arrives at the Salt Palace Convention Center for the industry’s
bi-annual pilgrimage, there are a lot of topics on the hive mind. How will the ripple effect from big-box
sporting goods store closings affect outdoor specialty retailers, is one example of a “trending topic.”
Outdoor Insight asked specialty retailers and industry observers four questions to get the debate started.
CONVERSATION STARTER #1
We have recently seen a financial shakeup in the
big-box retail world. Sports Authority filing for
bankruptcy is a prime example. Store closing sales
and a flood of discounted products have affected
the retail landscape. What impact do you think that
will have on outdoor specialty in the short term?
Long term?

Brad Werntz, New
Normal Consulting

“We see a future
where we as an
industry make
less stuff and
sell more of it
at full price, no
matter what the
weather.”
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“The question for now will be if specialty will rise, or
simply more business will move online. Short term,
there will be a glut of product purchased at discount.
This may be good as people get new gear and try new
things that otherwise they may not have been able to
purchase. But that can hurt existing specialty stores
in the short term. The long-term answer will depend
on how good specialty retail is at building a rapport
with their consumer and not just being a place for a
transaction. That model is no longer tenable.”
Scott McGuire, president/brand strategist, Mountain Labs
“We will see a lot of discounted product. There will
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TRENDING TOPICS

Dawson Wheeler,
Rock Creek

“From a fashion
standpoint we
are way past
the ‘shrink it
and pink it’
era. But we still
aren’t delivering
a fashionable
product, which
may not be a
bad thing.”

Scott McGuire,
Mountain Labs

“The change I
am seeing is in
how retailers
and brands
are stocking
to be relevant
in all seasons
regardless of
weather, while
still keeping just
enough to ride the
wave of a good
snow year.”

be more product in the pipeline that
will need to be flushed out. That will
stall the purchase of full-price goods.
Considering a soft winter last year,
the current weather and the big-box
closings, we will feel the impact for
at least 18 months, possibly two
years. That’s not going to favorable
for launching new products. I don’t
think that outdoor specialty and
product knowledge is going to be
able to win the [competitive] game
in and of itself. The customers that
have been buying less expensive
goods [aren’t going] to go back into a
retailer running a full-price traditional
model. Premium product I don’t think
will make the difference. The Sports
Authority consumer will find their
way to online discounters. Those
consumers will always have that
shopping behavior. I don’t see them
returning to specialty retail.”
Dawson Wheeler, founder, Rock Creek
“Much of the Fall ’16 product for these
big-box retailers was already on the
water when the announcements were
made regarding the closings. In the
short term, I feel like it’s going to be a
challenging season simply due to the
large volume of excess product that
will hit the market. In the long term,
the quality vendors will hit the reset
button and align with the retailers
that are truly adding value to their
brand.
Travis Zarins, VP of merchandise, Great
Outdoor Provision Company
“As specialty stores that have
supported our industry come under
these pressures, some may not
make it. Reps also will come under a
squeeze, and we’ll lose a few of these
as well. The problem is that specialty
stores and reps are the human faces
of brands to actual retail consumers.
They’re the story-tellers, and the
historians. Effectively, as a culture
we’re going to lose some of our
witch doctors and priestesses, our
matrons and high-wizards, as well as
our gathering spaces, churches, and
town halls. Nature and markets both
abhor a vacuum, so something and
someone will rise to fill these spaces
and to take over these roles. But the
story after will be forever changed.
This isn’t to say it’s gloom-and-doom,
it will just be different.”
Brad Werntz, New Normal Consulting
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CONVERSATION STARTER #2
With the National Park Service
Centennial celebration getting
lots of attention, and Hollywood
films like “Wild” and “A Walk in the
Woods” recently putting the focus
on outdoors, have you seen renewed
interest in outdoor recreation? If so,
who is this audience?
“There’s some recognition of outdoor
recreation based on the Centennial
celebration. I haven’t heard any
conversations inspired by any of the
movies. Most people who may be new
to the national parks are just driving
through. That doesn’t inspire a lot of
shopping.”
Ed McAllister, owner, River Sports
“There’s been a tremendous push
about the Centennial from the
government and companies are
leveraging content strategies based
on the event. The people who are
going to the parks are a day-hike,
picnicking and car touring consumer.
A lot of these customers can do
without an outdoor retailer. They
have a daypack, Evian water bottle
and a rain coat. They can stop in the
parking lot and take a one-mile hike to
a vista and they are good to go.
Dawson Wheeler, founder, Rock Creek
“We’ve been fortunate to take part
in Centennial celebrations for both
North Carolina and the National
Parks. Working with North Carolina
State Parks we helped develop a
passport that encourages citizens to
visit all 40 State Parks and collect a
stamp in their passports. At the retail
level this has given our staff a great
resource to share with customers. We
have already had several customers
who have collected all 40 stamps to
their passport.”
Chuck Milsaps, president, Great
Outdoor Provision Company
“Outdoor in general remains cool to
the general public, so references in
films reflect this. This isn’t just in the
titled movies such as ‘Wild’ where the
outdoors is the focus, but also in the
back story of characters in films about
other things: So-And-So is a climber,
or This-Other-Character likes to go
mountain biking. These help drive
interest as well, yes. I would guess
that this is going to continue because

outdoor sports have demonstrated for
a long time that they can be a good
references for character development
and anchors for storytelling.”
Brad Werntz, New Normal Consulting
“I am seeing a younger audience
seeking outdoor adventures.
However I don’t attribute this to the
films or the National Park Service
Centennial. This is more about a
highly connected generation seeking
the solace that only wild places can
deliver. The movies happen to come
at an appropriate time for a receptive
audience, but they aren’t creating the
audience.”
Scott McGuire, president/brand
strategist, Mountain Labs
CONVERSATION STARTER #3
What is your perspective on how the
industry and brands have evolved
when it comes to the women’s
market?
“I think women have a good selection
of softgoods, backpacks and footwear.
In apparel, sometimes the fit may not
be right. After all of these years you
would think everyone would know what
a medium is. Every few years, even the
best brands have fit problems. Don’t
know why that happens.”
Ed McAllister, owner, River Sports
“From a fashion standpoint we are
way past the ‘shrink it and pink it’
era. But we still aren’t delivering a
fashionable product, which may not
be a bad thing. It’s certainly a risk
from the manufacturer and design
point of view because that apparel
takes you out of the outdoor industry
and puts you closer to in the fashion
industry. Core basics such as a pair
of zip-off leg pants and a performance
plaid shirt may not be the most
flattering, but those pieces will work
season over season.”
Dawson Wheeler, founder, Rock Creek
“Don’t over think it. Some women like
pink, some don’t. Some men like blue,
some don’t. You have a consumer
and that consumer has needs. Solve
those needs. If you focus solely on the
difference that gender may create, you
miss the rest of that consumer’s needs.”
Scott McGuire, president/brand
strategist, Mountain Labs
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INDUSTRY ROUNDTABLE
CONVERSATION STARTER #4
After a series of warmer winters, how
are outdoor specialty retailers adjusting
their seasonal product mix?

TRENDING TOPICS

“We never let the weather be an excuse
for what we buy. We’re going to have
some cold winters and some warm
winters. Our customers will travel and
find the same situations. People are still
buying insulation, but likely buying them
in other locations. Our brands aren’t as
relevant as they once were. The younger
generation is looking for products we
may not have in our buildings.”
Dawson Wheeler, founder, Rock Creek
“We’re a little more selective and
cautious with our winter selections.
The desire is still there to get out in the
winter. We just need a good winter for
people to get out.”
Ed McAllister, owner, River Sports
“As part of our buying process, we
heavily evaluate every category in
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our shop using data across many
seasons. Part of the evaluation process
is to manipulate variables based on
weather. Knowing that the sales data
from an extraordinarily warm winter is
somewhat of an outlier, we’ll adjust and
buy towards the average year.”
Travis Zarins, VP of merchandise, Great
Outdoor Provision Company
“The mix isn’t changing as much as the
commitment to inventory levels. The
amount of inventory that retailers are
willing to hold is changing. So that’s the
real issue, right? It comes down to who
owns the inventory, and for how long.
In a perfect world, the product would
be made and the consumer would take
it right then — and we may be moving
towards that — but for now we have
shipping containers, warehouses, freight
companies and retail floors that hold it
until that point when a consumer can
touch finished goods and buy them.
“We see a future where we as an
industry make less stuff and sell more

of it at full price, no matter what the
weather. But a lot of changes have
to happen, first. We’ll get there, if
not in a revolutionary way then in
an evolutionary one, but either way
there are going to be both risks and
opportunities.”
Brad Werntz, New Normal Consulting
“Gone are the days of going deep on
seasonal goods. We as an industry
can no longer bank on the big
jumps in Fall outerwear or Spring
backpacking equipment. The change
I am seeing is in how retailers and
brands are stocking to be relevant
in all seasons regardless of weather,
while still keeping just enough to
ride the wave of a good snow year.
Efficiency in product offering will
be the norm coming out of a few
winters where being over-excited
has lead to the demise or near
demise of several retails brands.”
Scott McGuire, president/brand
strategist, Mountain Labs l
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Make plans now to attend the September Market in Denver; Where the
Industry Meets,

September 9 –11, 2016
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preserving the traditions of business to business trade and
a legacy lifestyle. The USA's largest Fall Market featuring
equestrian-related goods; from working saddles to cowgirl
bling, exotic western to steel-toed boots, t-shirts to 100x
felts, and show clothes to designer jeans and leathers, WESA provides
the most authentic trade event for retailers and wholesalers
from 37 states and many foreign countries.
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800-295-1041 or denver-wesa.com for more information
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PRODUCTSHOWCASE
32 North

The Hike XP
Dynamic hiking cleat, providing superior traction
and stability in a variety of winter conditions. The
SureFit™ binding system and contoured insole
provide a secure fit. Replaceable cleats and tread
pattern. www.stabilgear.com

GCI

Big Surf with SunShade

Chaos

Summit Junior Collection

One Ten® Pro-Formance

Stealth Waterproof Backpack

Eight great SKUS and a multitude of proactive

The One Ten® 110C is the ideal performance cap

Ultra-rugged, tough & resilient, the K3 Stealth 25

fabric, color and prints for youth. New smaller sizes

with a Flexfit® stretchable sweatband and adjustable

Liter Waterproof Backpack is a go to travel & adven-

up to Tweens. Lightweight Summit Boonie with

hook & loop back closure. Features Pro-Formance

ture bag made of ultra-light ripstop nylon and heavy

HELISHADETM UPF 50+ and wicking fabric. With

fabrics which provide breathability and perspiration

duty welded water tight seams. OR Exhibit #BR314

moisture wicking sweatband.

wicking to keep you dry. Visit us at flexfit.com.

Shop now @thek3company.com

Fox River

®

New PEAK Sport / Verso Ankle 1220

Wigwam

Wigwam Highline Pro

Four-position beach chair features the new SPF

Made from super soft, sustainable TENCEL® and

Make the journey more enjoyable with Wig-

SunShade, an adjustable shade that rotates front

polyester, the new Verso ankle with its Helix Fit™

wam’s Peak to Pub Collection. These Wigwam

to back and can collapse flat. Features an SPF 50

volumetric compression provides a supportive, per-

socks are perfect whether you’re hiking breath-

fabric. Built in slide-out table with a beverage holder.

sonalized fit. Vented panels move moisture. MSRP

taking destinations or meeting with friends at

Smart-Carry Shoulder Strap.

$12.99. foxsox.com. For men and women.

the local brew pub.

Bertucci® Performance

K3

Flexfit

EmbioZ Socks

Inspires Extraordinary Possibilities

GCI

Eazy Chair
New hard-arm chair with big comfort! Featuring
a one-step set-up, the Eazy Chair is built with
hard arms that offer a solid surface that supports
you when sitting down or standing up. Beverage
holder and a carry bag included.

K3

Sorbothane

Sorbothane® Maximum Duty

K3 Pro-Tech Waterproof Backpack

The Bertucci B-1T features a titanium, tonneau-

EmbioZ Socks are created with the func-

Built to last, absorb shock and provide long-lasting

Ultra rugged, tough and resilient, the Backpack is

shaped case that is lightweight yet extremely rugged.

tional structure of the ankle and the surrounding

comfort. Combines a molded air-infused foam

your go to travel and adventure bag. Constructed

The watch integrates an all-metal quartz movement,

muscles in mind. Special heel straps enhance

base with heel cup and arch support and Sorbo-

of heavy-duty tarpaulin and RF welded water

scratch-resistant hardened mineral crystal, and super-

sensory perception and improve balance. Distrib-

thane® inlays for shock absorbing comfort and

tight seams. OR Exhibit #BR314. Shop now @

luminous hands and dials.www.bertucciwatches.com

uted by LP Supports 1-800-979-1932

impact protection.

thek3company.com

Bertucci B-1T Titanium Field

Sea Eagle

QuikRow™ Rowing Frame

Paha Que

Green Mountain 6XD Tent Description

K3

Pro-Tech Waterproof DRY BAG

Coghlan’s

Coghlan’s Log Carrier

Transforms most inflatable kayaks and iSUPs into

Paha Que Green Mountain 6XD Tent is designed

Ultra rugged, tough & resilient, the K3 Pro-tech

Makes chopping wood and topping up the fire

rowing & fishing machines. Fixed frame rower

to sleep up to 8 comfortably. Has two doors, four

Waterproof Dry Bag Backpack is a go to travel &

easy and convenient. This large sturdy tote is

attaches in seconds. Optional Scotty® Rod Hold-

windows, and a built-in room divider making it

adventure bag! Made of heavy-duty tarpaulin and

great for transporting logs at the campsite, cot-

ers available. Budget friendly & fun. Shown on

versatile. PahaQue quality and performance for

RF welded water tight seams. OR Exhibit #BR314

tage or home. The webbed nylon handle wraps

NeedleNose 126. MSRP $499.

protection in any weather.

Shop now @thek3company.com

around the whole bag.

™
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DISCOVER
NEW PRODUCTS
& TECHNOLOGY
NETWORK & BE IN
COMMUNITY WITH
THE OUTDOOR INDUSTRY

OPEN AIR DEMO
AUGUST 2, 2016
SUMMER MARKET
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REGISTER TODAY

OUTDOORRETAILER.COM

MEET WITH BRANDS
TO EXPLORE THEIR STORY

END INSIGHT
More
Millennial
Stats

Trend $potting

A

lmost 35 percent of Millennials in the 25-34-age range today spend “most” of their apparel dollars online, a trend
that took off in late 2014. Additionally, 30-35 percent of
$120K+ households are increasingly making most of their
apparel purchases online, helped by their easier access
to credit and online payment mechanisms.
The beneficiary of these trends, according to recent Goldman Sachs’
research, will be Amazon, online apparel brands, retailers that build

successful marketing platforms through social media and build thirdparty distribution via ecommerce platforms like Shopify, and off-price
banners such as those owned by TJX, Ross Stores and Burlington. The
biggest losers, meanwhile, will undoubtedly be mall-based apparel retailers and traditional retailers online. Goldman Sachs, in its 26-page
report, also points to growth in online marketplaces such as eBay, Etsy
and Poshmark, which specialize in out-of-season, scarce and vintage
apparel and accessories, for driving the online purchase trend. l

After searching online, how do Millennials communicate with others about a service, product or brand?

16%
38%

n
n
n
n

38%

Text messaging
Social media
Instant messaging
Blogging

44%

Percentage of respondents who say “When a brand uses social media, I like that brand more.”

Age 18-35

Age 36 and over

34%
16%

What factors make you loyal to a brand?
Price

Millennials

NON-Millennials

QUALITY

38%
33%

Millennials

NON-Millennials

55%
59%

Source: Goldman Sachs
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#DarnTough

BOOTH #BR417

THE WANDERING

STRIPE SERIES

by B A F F I N

GUARANTEED TO LEAK.
LIKE A SIEVE.
THE BAFFIN TRAIL TO RAPIDS SERIES
METALLIC GRID
IN-SOLE STOPS
STONES AND GRIT
VENTILATED MESH PROVIDES
ULTIMATE BREATHABILITY
ULTRA LIGHT MIDSOLE
PROTECTS AND CUSHIONS
OUTERSOLE GIVES ADDED
TRACTION ON THE TRAILS

FRONT AND BACK
DRAINAGE CHANNELS
DRAIN ALL MOISTURE

A lightweight and highly breathable trail
shoe. Incredibly comfortable. Designed
to allow water to drain right through while
a metallic grid, in the sole, prevents rocks
or debris from entering. Whether walking
through a stream or hiking the trails,
the insole channels are designed to drain
all moisture.
TRULY INNOVATIVE AND FUNCTIONAL.

PAUL HUBNER BAFFIN INC.
Owner & CTO (Chief Testing Officer)

Customer Service: 1-800-387-5858
Email: sales@baffin.com

